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ABSTRACT 

With the revision of school pdicy, students with learning disabilities are now genenlly 

placed in reglar education classroorns. Though inclusion is now the predorninant education 

practice, training of secondary teachers has not necessarily kept up with this movement. AIso, 

since the inclusion of students with disribilities is a relatively new pnctice there are many regular 

education teachers currently teaching who have not been tnined to teach exceptional students. 

Though there are studies in the special education litenture of how to teach science to 

students with learning disabilities, there is Little research in the science education literature and no 

research done in Canada. Using interviews and observations, my research involved exploring tk 

practices of three secondary science teachers nted as exemplary inclusive science teachers by 

their principal and the head of student services. By identifying the chrimctenstics and best 

pnctices of inclusive secondary science teachers, 1 hoped to gain a better understanding of what 

teachrrs mi@ do in 3 cIrissroom to meet the needs of students with and without learning 

disabilities. 1 also hoped to improve my pnctices as an inclusive secondary science teacher and 

add to the limited litenture in science education about teaching students with learning disabilities. 

The findings of the study supported the findings of the science education Iiterature and 

also the inclusive Iiterature, but has also added pnctices that have not been discussed in the 

litenture. The added pnctices are: self- and peer-evaluation forms tor a11 students to encourage 

CO-operative group work, interactive whoIe-class discussions and demonstrations, and holistic 

teaching including the teaching of Iife skiIIs and sociai skills as well as academic skills. The 

results of this study have implications for teacher education programs. for teacher inchsive 

pnctices, and for fbrther research into the practices and beliefs of inclusive secondaxy science 

teachers. 
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CHAPTER 1 

rNTRODUCTION 

This thesis concems teacher pnctices in successtÙl inclusive secondary science 

classroorns. In Canada, schooling for exceptional children (thosc who are f led as weIl as those 

who have disabilities) has existed since 183 1 when the first school for exceptional children was 

opened (Fnend. Bursuck. & Hutchinson. 1998). White education hr  children with leriming 

disabilities has a fong history in Canada, it is only recently that these students are receiving their 

education in an inclusive environment-classes that include students with and without Iearning 

disabilities. As a result classroom teachers are facing more students in their cIasses who have 

leaming disabilities, yet these teachers are not necessarily tnined to teach in these inclusive 

classes. 

My exploration of the Iiterature reveals that there is Iittle research in science education 

about teriching students with leaming disabilities. Xlthougn more students wit h learning 

disabilities are taking science from non-special educrttors, research does not appear to be keeping 

up with this trend. Science education continues to be prornoted as a necessary component in any 

young student's future. There appears to be zi discrepancy between the need for a science 

cducation for al1 and the available research to enable terichers to effectively teach science to al1 

students. 

1 have taught secondary science in a variety of inclusive settings both in and out of 

Canada. And although schools in Canada were better prepared to teach inclusive classes than 

schools in other countries where 1 taught, 1 oflen found it di fficult to use the stntegies susgested 

by the special education teachers in my cIasses of 30 students. This study is motivated by my 

hstration as a secondary science teacher teaching inclusive classes. 1 found it challenging 

teaching so that al1 of rny students were inchded in the Iesson. 



Purpose 

The purpose of this research was to address the question of what pnctices exemplary 

secondary science teachers used in success fùl classes that included students wit h and w ithout 

Ieming disabilities and to provide m account of why thcy believed they performed those 

pnctices. 1 explored pmctices employed with a srnaIl group of teachers rated successful in 

inclusive classes hy the principal and special educatinn cn-nrdinatcrr in their çchnd. A rccmd 

purpose that evolved when 1 discovered the lack of research literature from a science educatofs 

perspective was to compare my results with those already discovered from a special educator's 

perspective. 1 predicted thrit good science teaching would include al1 students and would therefore 

be good for students with leaming disabilities as well as those without learning disabihties. 

Definition of Terms 

Within this research I have adopted the s m e  meaning for the term inclusion ris did 

Fnend, Bursuck, and Hutchinson (1998): 'Yo describe a professional bttlief that students with 

disabilities should be inte-pted into genenl education classroorns whether or not they crin meet 

tnditional cumcular standards and should be hl1 members of those classroorns" (p. 454). Though 

inclusive ciasses may have sevenl meanings (for example. to include students from a variety of 

different cultural backgrounds in one class) for this research. inclusive classes are those that 

inciude students with and without learning disabihties. 

"Learning disability" is a difticult concept to define. In the 1960s. leaming disabilities 

were thought to be caused by a dysfunction of the brain (Wong, 1996). Today. learning 

disabilities are more specitically attnbuted to processing difficulties. According to Rief and 

Heïmburge (1996), the critena for classimg a student as leaming disabled require that the child 

has at least average intelligence, but shows a significant difference between intelligence and 

achievement in one or more academic areas (e.g., reading, math, wntten language). In 1987, the 

Intengency Cornmittee on Leaming Disabiiities (ICLD) in the United States added social skilIs 

deficits as a chmctenstic of learuing disabilities (Lemer, 2000). In genenl, we can say that 



students with learning disabilities refers to a heterogeneous group with at least average 

intelligence that experience academic and non-academic problems (Wong, 1996). Because of the 

diffkulty in detining Iearning disability, 1 have adopted the discrepant detinition described above 

since according to the principal of education services. this is the definition used by the District 

SchooI Board where 1 conducted my study (personal communication, May 2 1, 1999). 

According to The Ontario Ministry of Education and Training (1999) a student with a 

iearning disability may have a large variety of characteristics but must have these three 

chanctenstics; a marked discrepancy between achievement and ability, at Ieast average 

intelligence, and ri severe processing deficiency not caused by a visual or hearing impairment, 

Students with learning disabilities are capable of Iearning but may learn differently than other 

students. 

Overview of the Thesis 

This thesis is divided into tjve chapters. The first chnpter details the purpose of the study 

and _rives a brief introduction. In the second chapter, 1 review the litenture on inclusive 

secondary science teachers' best pnctices. on secondary science teachers' best pnctices. and on 

secondary inclusive non-science teachers' practices showing the nerd for research in teaching 

practices in inclusive secondary science classes. After investigating the best practices of these 

teachers 1 argue that successfùl inclusive secondary science teachers would use the best pnctices 

of both exemplary science teachers and exemplary inclusive teachers. 

The third chopter descnbes the specific qualitative methods chosen for this study. I begin 

by describing the procedure 1 used to select the three participants for the study. Next, 1 describe 

the techniques 1 employed to collect data. These include interviews, observations, and field notes 

taken by myself. 1 then give a description of the research context and of the analysis of the data. 

The fourth chapter reports the analysis of the data. This chapter discusses the general 

pattern of the teaching that 1 observed and the emic themes based on the observations and 

intewiews of Ellen, Lynn and Gary, the three teacbers who participated in the study. Some of the 



common themes that emerged are factors involved in deciding what and how they would teach, 

classroom management, and strategies for inclusive classes. Thou& the themes are the same, the 

sub-categories within each theme may vary, for example, the factors important in deciding what 

and how to teach are not the same for the three teachers. A similar theme from Lynn's and Gary's 

data, "I'm really feeling bumt out" (Lynn) and "The political situation in the province is pretty 

discouragine' (Gary) reflect the effect the current pl i t i ca l  situation had on these twn teachers' 

feelings about teaching. 

in the final chapter 1 discuss the similarities and differences arnong the three teachers in 

my study. 1 then compare my findings to those in the reievarî science and inclusion litenture. 1 

conclude with the contributions of my research to inclusive science, the conclusions, the 

limitations, and the implications for future research. 

An important similarity among my three participants was thai al1 three teichers supported 

inclusion and created an environment supportive of al1 ability Ievels. They created these 

supportive environments through modelling of appropriate behaviour, using small ceoperative 

groups. and rnforcing classroom management procedures t int  encourage acceptance of al1 (for 

rxample. not allowing teasing based on student differences). Two important differences among 

the three participants are; mccessful classroom management and pedagogical content knowledge. 

Both Lynn and Gary could control their classes through successful classroorn management 

pnctices. Ellen, a new tacher, had many difficulties controlling ber class. Also, because Lynn 

and Gary had more experience than ElIen they had built up a larger resource of stmtegies and 

knew when and how to apply these strategies. 

The findings of this study support the practices reviewed in Chapter 2. They add that 

when done well, interactive class discussions and demonstrations can be effective strategies in 

secondary inclusive science classes. In order to be effective though there has to be a supportive 

environment and aU students must participate. Another strategy used by the teachers in my study 



was peer and self-evaluations to foster co-operative groups in classes where these groups were at 

tint unproductive. 

This study supported findings that teachers need plenty of support to successfÙlly include 

students with leaming disabilities into regular education classes. It also showed that ihough the 

current governent in Ontario supports inclusion, they have cutback many of the supports 

necessq for successhl inclusion and teachers are really feeling the pressure. 

The tindings of this study thus have implications for Further research, in-service and pre- 

service ieachers, teacher education prognms, and govemment educationai funding agencies. 



CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction 

The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms includes a section on the equality of rights 

for every individual. This includes individuals with exceptionalities. In 1982, Canada.adopted the 

Constitution Act. which included this section on Rwts  and Freedoms. Since this time. the tèderrrl 

governent has assumed 3 greater role in assuring equality in education for al1 Canadians 

(Fnend, Bursuck, & Hutchinson, 1998). In the 1990s, with the revision of policy to place 

exceptiond leamers in the least restrictive environment, schools in Canada have been inciuding 

more students with special needs in regular classes. biany of these exceptional students have 

leaming disabilities because students with learning disabilities represent more than 50% of 

exceptionaI students in Canada (Fnend et al., 1998). Although regular education classes are 

bccoming inclusive, compriscd of students tvith and without learning disabilities, teacher 

education has not kept up with this rnovement and many subject matter teachers are unprepared to 

teach thesr: inclusive classes (Wong, 1996). Special education teachers are tau& to teach 

students who Iearn differently fiom the rivenge student; subject matter teachers do not 

necessarily receive this kind of teacher education. Also, many teachers were educated before 

inclusion became a cornmon policy. By identifling the characteristics and best practices of 

inclusive secondary science teachers. we cm better understand what teachers might do in a 

classroom to meet the needs of students with and without learning disabilities. 

This chapter includes a review of the Iiterature on inclusive secondary science teachers' 

best pnctices, on secondary science teachers' best practices. and on secondary inclusive non- 

science teachers' practices showing the need for research in teaching practices in inclusive 

secondary science classes. There have been few ment  studies of teaching pnctices in inclusive 

secondary science classes and none conducted in Canada. There have been studies in secondary 

science classes (American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1959; Baird & Mitchell, 



1986; Baird & Northfield, 1992; British Columbia Assessrnent of Science, 199 1; National 

Research Council, 1996; Olson & Russell, 1954; Penick, Yager, Sr Bonnstetter, 1986; Tobin & 

Fraser, IC)S7), studies in secondary non-science inclusive classes (b1cCror-y Cole Sr blcleskey, 

1997; TnlIi. Colombo. Deshler. & Schumaker, 1996), and a few studies in seconduy science 

inclusive classes (George, 1974: Hacker & Rowe, 1993; Sands, 1979; Sturges, 1973). Due to the 

limited nurnber of studies about teaching science in inclusive secondary classes. the literature on 

successfixl science and successfuI inclusive non-science teachers at the secondary b e l  has been 

included. This will allow the researcher to explore potential ovcrlap in inclusive teaching methods 

in science and other content areas. 1 argue that successfùl science teachers of inclusive classes 

wiIl use best instmctional pnctices of both exemplary science teachers and exempIary inclusive 

teachers. Successhl in this study is defined 3s teachers who enable al1 students in their classes to 

reach their hl1 learning potential. In the following section 1 discuss the litenture on inclusive 

secondriry science terichers. 

Inclusive Secondary Science Teachers' Best Pnctices 

In this section 1 tint discuss unsuccesshl early attempts at inclusion in secondary science 

classrooms, and why those early attempts may have failed. 1 then discuss the factors necessary for 

successful inclusion and the relevant studies 1 have found thnt support those factors. 1 conclude 

this section with the tindings of four discussion papers and a recent review of the litenture. 

Earlv Attempts in Science 

inclusion of students with learning disabiIities into secondary science cfassrooms has had 

an uneven history. Studies of early attempts at inclusion illuminated problems nther than 

successes (Hacker St Rowe, 1993; Sands. 1979). Some problems discussed were: (a) pacing so 

that ail students are engaged in a lesson, (b) challenging the "bright" students while not 

frustrating the rest of the class, (c) fmding the time for the teacher to plan resource material, (d) 

conducting safe experirnents since students work at different rates, (e) using fair assessrnent 

pnctices for al], and (f) rnodiSfing the cumculum to meet the needs of the students (Hacker & 



Rowe, 1993: Sands, 1979). 

King-Sears and Cummings f 1996) summarised the aspects of effective inclusion: 

Before new pnctices cm  be implemented. terichers need: (a) awareness of 

techniques from which to choose, (b) prepantion in how to use the new 

techniques, (c) pnctice that results in a cornfortable level of implrmentation, and 

(d) support while they begin to implement the new techniques. (p. 2 17) 

in the Hacker and Rowe, and Sands studies, though classrooms were changed From hornogenous 

to heterogeneous classes, neither the cumculum nor the traching methods were changed. 

Teachen knew they should adapt instruction by providing more opportunities for group work, 

and providing a variety of worksheets. However. they were not provided with any support, 

training or additional planning time (Hacker & Rowe. 1993; Sands, 1979). 

Hacker and Rowe ( 1993) conducted a 3-year longitudinal study of nine secondary science 

teachers who worked with 14-year-olds in inclusive science classes. They chose t h  secondary 

schools that were changing from strearncd to non-streamed classes. Their research hrgan in the 

final year of streaming. They interviewed and observed the same nine teachers in an inclusive 

class two years later. Hacker and Rowe concluded from their results that: what teachers say and 

what they do can be different and. the teachers. aithough they believed they were using adapted 

instruction. were actualty using the same rnethods they had used before inclusion and were, in 

geneni, teaching to the middle ability students in the class. The failure of this particular de- 

streamed class could be due to the "lack of congruence between classroom pnctices and policy" 

(Hacker & Rowe. 1993, p. 230). 

Sands (1979) conducted case studies of 21 science teachers al1 considered to be 

successful "mixed ability teachers." Each teacher was observed teaching one or two lessons and 

they were interviewed. Head teachers were also i n t e ~ e w e d  and sent a questionnaire to complete. 

As discussed above teachers encountered several problems in their rnixed ability classes. 

Researchers did fmd some promishg pnctices but due to lack of administrative support, the lack 



of change in cumiculum and the lack of time. these pnctices were oAen dificult to implement. 

The promising pnctices were: (a) group work; (b) individual work through worksheets, though 

some teachers saw the ditliculty for students who experienced problerns reading; and, (c) 

pnctical work in the labontory and outsidr althouph the nature of the work outside was not 

specified (Sands. 1979). 

Factors Necessaryf&uccessful Inclusion 

In a series of studies, Scruggs and btastropieri identified seven variables associated with 

successful inclusion of students with disabilities. They are: (a) administrative support; (b) 

collaboration with special education teachers and staff; (c) supportive classroom environments, 

where diversity is valued: (d) activity-oriented science prograns; (e) etTective instmction 

foilowing the SCREtUI variables. Structure. Clarity. Redundancy. Enthusiasm. Appropriate 

Pace, and hIaximum Engagement; (0 pecr assistance; (g) and disabitity-specific teaching skills 

(Scniggs & hlastropicri. 1994a: Scruggs and hlastropieri. 1994b: Mastropieri. Scniggs. 

Mantzicopouios. Sturgeon. Goodwin. rPr Chunp. 1999). Trachers in the Hacker and Rowe ( 1993) 

and Sands (1979) studies due to their philosophy and teaching approach may have encountered 

problerns in including students with lenrning disabilities. If these teachers believed they had to 

provide the knowledse for students they would likely fai1 in an inclusive class. Today's curricula 

stress activity onented, hands-on lerirning as opposed to lectures and reading textbooks to gain 

knowledge and understanding (Ontario Ministry of Education and Training, 1999). Cumcula and 

teachers are moving away from the belief that knowledge is poured into the empty hmds of 

stude~ts by the teachers and more attention is being given to teaching leming stntegies (Monk 

& Osborne, 2000). These changes may result in inclusion becoming more successful. 

Professional science organisations such as The Nationai Science Teachers Association 

(NSTA) and nie National Science Resource Center (NSUC) ernphasised an "activity-driven, 

inquiry-based thernatic approach to science'' (Mastropieri & Scniggs, 1994, p. 73). While many 

schools have stayed with a traditional textbook approach that emphasised lectures and written 



assignments many schools have changed to an activitybased approach. Mastropieri and Scniggs 

( 1 994), Stohr-Hunt (1 996), and Scruggs, blastropieri, Bakken, and Brigharn ( 1993) conducted 

studies to compare the effects of activity-based leaming to the tnditionûl textbook approach to 

leaming. Scruggs et al. (1993) and Stohr-Hunt ( 1996) studied the effects of these two cumcula 

types on junior high students' leaming of science. The first study was conducted using four junior 

high special education classrooms. The second used the results of a cognitive test batte? 

designed to test science howledge and reasoning of a random selection of eighth gnde  students 

and a sel f-administered teacher questionnaire providing information of the frequency of hands-on 

activities in their classroorns. The results of both of these studies supported that students leam 

better using a hands-on approach to science. blastropieri and Scniggs (1994) examined the 

relation of cumculum design to chancteristics of leaming disribled students, for example, 

language and litency abilities or psychosocial chancteristics. across four elementary schools. 

The twvo types of curricula were ri content or textbook approach and an activity-oriented approach 

to leming science. The results of this study suggested that activity-oriented cumcula, especially 

for students who m3y have rertding and information processing diftïculties. would be more 

effective thm ii textbook approach. However. tecichers should be cautious. Though activity- 

oriented lessons are hands-on. they must ais0 be minds-on to be etTective (British Columbia 

Science Assessments-Technicd Rcport IV, 199 1 ). 

The Discussion Papen 

A discussion paper by Salend ( 1  998) agreed that students wvith leaming disabilities could 

learn and better understand the content and the processes of science through active inquiry. 

Students are more motivated to understand science and participate hlly in activities if the activity 

is related to their owvn [ives. Salend suggested that field trips are one way to make learning more 

authentic for students. Co-operative groups are very usefùl in inclusive cIassrooms, especially 

those using an activity-based approach. "Cooperatively stnrctured Iearning Iets students formuiate 

and pose questions, share ideas, cl&@ thoughts, expenment, bninstorm, and present solutions 



with their ciassrnates. Students can see multiple perspectives and solutions to scientific problems" 

(Salend 1998, p. 70). Salend also encounged the use of technology whenever possible to give 

exceptional students more control over their learning. 

Salend (1998) discussed a leming cycle that included ;in engasement phase where 

teachen use questions or activities to motivate students and to assess pnor knowledge. The nen 

phme is the e ~ p l n n t i n n  phase where qtudentq can tiy eut different hypotheses. During the 

development stage, which follows, students gather more information m d  form concIusions. 

During the final phase, extension. students then apply their leaming to new situations. Teachen 

help students by providing the questions, activities, and resources if  necessary. Teachers also aid 

in application of knowledge and hypothesising. By providing hand-on ctxperience within the tint 

phase of the leûming cycle. students have something concrete to build thrir rxperiences and 

knowledge upon. Studrnts cm  actively explore possibilities and increase their understanding of 

scirntific content and proccsses without the interference of puor reading or writing skills, 

chmctrristics of many students with learning disabilities. This activity-bascd npproach rnsures 

that students* minds are engaged while performing the hands-on activities. 

In addition to bcing activityurirnted. Ontario's new science cumcula implernented in 

Septernber 1999 recognised that some adaptations may be necessary to ensure inclusion of d l  

students in the classroom. Some adaptations discussed in the Grade 9 and I O  science cumcuIum 

documents were: focused and specialised directions, additional pnctice in the use of equipment. 

the use of large-print activity sheets. the highlighting of key points on print rnaterials, and the use 

of alternative texts at a suitable reading level. In addition, assessrnent stntegies should allow al1 

students with and without leaming disabilities to demonstrate their understanding of scientific 

concepts in a vaiety of ways, such as by perfoming expenments, creating displays and models, 

and tape-recording observations. Also, the use of cornputers is encouraged to provîde 

opporhtnities for extra scientific pnctice and for the recording of results (Ontario Ministry of 

Education and Training, 1999). 



Though the research I have discussed has encounged activity-oriented science, many 

science teachers, because of tirne constraints and class sizes, still rely on a textbook-based 

approach to teaching (Mu&, Bruckert, Call, S t o e h r m a ~ ,  'Pr Radandt 1998). Munk et al. 

suggested sevenl stntegies to help students with leaming disabilities use their science textbook. 

The tint of these stntegies is to prioritise the rnaterial. A teacher c m  hrlp by providing a 

ph~toccpy of the textbeok ~ i t h  Che Irnp~rtant xezs drexiy high!i$ted so students do not h x e  to 

try to sifl through the important material. The second stntegy suggested in this article is to pre- 

teach the vocabulary that students will encounter in a reading; this can greatly facilitate reading 

and comprehension of the material. This can be done by the teacher or in pairs or small groups. 

The third stntegy is for the students to paraphrase a passage: this can be done onlly or in witing 

depending on the students. It is stated that the teacher will tirst have to teach students the art of 

pmphnsing or summarising before asking students to complete this task on their own. The 

fourth stntsgy is to providr study guides. gnphics and organisers. this hclps students focus on 

relevant rnaterial when reading and provides a big picture for students to sce whare everything 

î3s. The final stntegy for improving textbook cornprehension is to supplement the text with 

audiocassettes; these tapes may include cues or questions to increasr cornprehension. 

Along with providing stntegies to increase trxt comprehension. klunk et al. ( 1998) also 

discussed stntegies to irnprove student performance during science instruction. The stntegies 

discussed are: mnemonics; guided notes provided by the teacher with spaces provided for 

students' responses; response cards, students write and hold up their responses to a teacher7s or a 

peer's questions which allows teachers to quickly assess student comprehension of a particular 

area of content; and co-opentive Ieaming groups, that when structured. are beneficial to ail 

students in inclusive classes. 

The fourth discussion paper (Williams & Hounshell, 1998) considered the challenges of 

today's diverse c lasmms in t e m s  of gender, nce. ethnicity and academic ability levels. 

Strategies were discussed to help secondary science teachers effectively teach the diverse students 



in their classrooms, specificrilly those diagnosed with leming disabilities. The authors gave a 

bnef glimpse into the daily lives and struggles of students with a learning disability and the 

fi-ustrations that are encountered in aImost every area of their lives, including school. Xctivities 

that many students do not even think about c m  be a hiige challenge to students who have a 

leaming disability, for example, note-taking, verbally mswering questions, presentations. and 

even listenine. Williams and Hniinshell recommend qtntegiec already wtl ined iri !bis chaper fcr  

secondary science teachers to make science more comprehensible to students with learning 

disabilities and make life less fmstnting for students and teachers. They add that teachers should: 

(a) stnicture class time so that enjoyable activities are placed between dificuit tasks; (b) arrange 

the classroom hrniture to retlect teaching and learning styles. also be avare of other physical 

featurcs. such ris. temperature. student proxirnity, teacher location; (c) plan assignments that f'ocus 

on a primary task. and as students master one tsisk then increrise to t\vo tasks, etc.: (d) buiId 

students' selfestnm by asking thcrn to care for the dass plants or anirnds; and (ci) remember thrit 

al1 students are individuals with unique goals and needs. 

A Recent Review 

Scmggs, Mastropieri. and Boon (1998) reviewed the litenture in science education since 

1992, the year their last review was pubIished. This review included 36 empirical investigations 

including students with leaming disabilities. mild menta1 retardation, and emotional disturbances 

with behaviounl disorders. The authors divided the tîndings into three categories; leaming 

characteristics, interventions, and indusion (which they define as the inclusion of students with 

disabilities in the generd education science cIassroom). Within the learning chancteristics 

section, literature was reviewed that exmined the interaction between the leamers' 

chancteristics and the cumcuIum and how the cumcu1um is taught. They concluded that hands- 

on, activity onented methods and materials better-suited students with Imguage and Iiteracy 

difficulties, because less emphasis is placed on reading and writing. Tmditionally science 



textbooks are not well suited to students with learaing disabilities and the teachers' manuals do 

not contain usefui recommendations (Parmer & Cawley, 1993). 

Textbook structure, strategies of how to use a textbook, technology, and mnemonics were 

included in the interventions section. Though these strategies did irnprove content knowledge, 

they genenlly correspond with a transmission mode1 of teaching. Inquiry teaching and activity 

hared inctmcticn was alcc exmired .,?d h u g h  xtivity-bered imtn~c!ion ~ c p r f ~ n i i e d  

textbook-based instruction, poor results were found for students with leaming disabili ties using 

an inquiry approach (Mastropieri, Scruggs, & Butcher, 1997). Hoivever, if indepsndent thinking 

is pnised, tasks are carefùlly structured, and a supportive environment is maintained, it crin be 

beneficial. In addition. inquiry approaches are more effective when prior understanding is 

carehlly considered since there c m  be a very wide nnge of the understanding of concepts that 

students already hold especialfy in inclusive classes. 

In the inclusion section of their review. Scruggs, Mastropieri, and Boon ( L 9%) reviewed 

litenture on teachers' attitudes, teacher education. effective teaching skilIs. and co-opentive 

leaming. They concluded that for inclusion to be successfbl teachers must: (a) have a positive 

attitude. and (b) exhibit effective teaching skills such ris. organisation, clarity. effective classroorn 

management. and enthusiasm. The authors also concluded that fewer thm 25O6 of teachers felt 

adequately prepared to teach students with disabilities, and that co-opentive leaming was more 

effective for some students with disabilities than others, depending on the disability. 

There appeared to be many empixicd investigations on inclusive secondary science. 

However, when 1 examined the studies cited by Scmggs, Mastropien, and Boon ( 1998), 18 of the 

36 studies invenigated activity-based venus textbook-based curi-icula and teaching methods. Of 

the remainïng 18 studies there were: one on the psychesocial development of students with 

disabilities, £ive on students with "mental retardation," one on technology, four on mnemonics, 

two on inquiry-based instniction, two on teacher attitude, one on teacher education, one on 

effective teacher skilIs, and one on discovery learning. From this review of the inciusive science 



litenture it would appear that successhl inclusive science prograrns would include activity-based 

instruction and curricula. disability-specitic instruction such as mnemonics. effective teaching 

skills such as highly organised, CO-operative learning, and a teacher who had a positive attitude 

toward inclusion. From my own resectrch, I would agree with Scniggs. Mastropieri, and Boon, but 

woutd add to their list. I would argue that content and pedagogical knowledge, "hands-on. minds- 

on" ~ctkitics, 2o? Jrst xtivities, und an accepthg, safe cniirormcnt, arc a!so ncccsmr; for 

inclusive secondary science. 1 discuss these factors in the remaining sections of this chapter. 

Sumrnarv of Inclusive Secondaw Science Teachers' Best Practices 

In summriry, early attempts at inclusion in secondary science may have failed because 

teachers were not properly educated to include students with learning disabilities and did not 

receive the required support to irnplement a successfûl progrm. Today with inclusion being so 

prevalrnt. cumcula and teachers have changed to better meet individual needs. The new Ontario 

science curriculum is d e s i ~ e d  to be activity-oriented which has been s h o w  to be a more 

effective approach for students with learning disabilities than the traditional textbook approach. 

The two strearns in the Ontario curriculum. Academic and Applird. ore olso designed to be 

relevant to students' destinations. This should increase student motivation and interest, which 

should help in inclusive classes. 

The inclusive secondary science litenture emphasises the benefits of activity-oriented 

vems  iextbook-oriented cIassrooms. Ln general, secondary science has been textbook oriented 

which could present many problems to students who have learning disabilities. Aso. secondary 

science has been very fact oriented which again could present problems to students with leaming 

disabilities. In order for secondary science to be inclusive it has to become activity and process 

oriented- Becoming only activity onented is not the answer and this is how many secondary 

science teachers have tried to cope with the difficuhies of inclusion, Unstnictured activities can 

be just as difficult to a student with a l d g  disability as reading a textbook. The activities must 

be clear, and well-structureci, and they must engage the students so that they think. process, and 



apply the information. According to the literature cited in this section inclusive secondary science 

classrooms would consist of an environment that welcomes diversity and handson, minds-on 

activities. In addition, there would be a teacher who understands exceptionalities so that effective 

instructional and assessrnent adaptations could be made when necessary. I next review the 

literature on secondary science teachers' best practices to show that these practices are inclusive. 

SczùriJxy Science Teactiers' Best Praitiies 

i had originally begun this research Iooking only for studies in exernplary science 

teaching. However, while searching the literature I discovered that I should also be lookmg for 

studies about good science teaching practices and best science teaching pnctices. Because of 

recent questions about the etTectiveness of science teaching in North America and Austnlia, there 

have bcen sevenl studies conducted testing the effectiveness of science p r o p m s  and frorn this 

research a picture of good science teaching has emerged. In this section 1 discuss tive major 

projects and 3 critical book and 1 surnmarise the findings. The t'irst two projects are of exemplary 

science teaching. The first project was conducted in the United States by the National Science 

Teachers' Association (NSTA) called the "Search for Excellence in Science Education." the 

second was conducted in Xustralia and was called "Exernplary Pnctice in Science and 

Mathematics Education" (EPSME). The third project discussed is the Project for Enhancing 

Effective Learning (PEEL) also conducted in Austnlia. The fourth and tifth projects evaluated 

science prograns in the United States and Canada. These projects are Project 206 1 and the British 

Columbia assessments. I conclude this section with a discussion o h  book compiled by Monk and 

Osborne of King's College London. 

The NSTA Proiect 

There have been two main studies on exemplary secondary science teachers-one in the 

United States of Amerka and the other in Australia, The American study, conducted by the 

NSTA called "Search for Excellence in Science Education" investigated excellence in science 

prognms. While examining science programs, researchers also discovered characteristics of 



exemplary teachers (Penick, Yager, & Bonnstetter, 1986). Ln 1976 results from sevenl National 

Science Foundation (NSF) fünded studies revealed the poor state of science education across 

h e r i c a .  These studies dernonstnted a discrepancy between the practices then considered 

exemplary and the practices that should be considered exemplary in science education (Penick ca! 

Bonnstetter, 1953)- In "Search for Excellence in Science Education" researchers identified 50 

exemp!~: science prcg~";!s !kc~g!!cfit h COUR!P~ Um@i ncmh~?ions of !ex!ing sciexc 

educators in each state (e-g., state science consultants). A total of 25 researchers, divided into five 

subject-based groups (elementary science, biology, physical science, science as inquiry, and 

science/technology/society ) were i nvolved with synthesising the informat ion from the 50 

prograns seIected (Yager, 1983). Their tasks were to describe an ideal science prognm. to 

identiQ the actual state of science p ropms ,  and to devetop recommended actions to achieve the 

ideal state. Though the researchers were investigating science programs. exemplary science 

teachers were aIso ident i tied. Despite the great vririety in these rxemplary teac bers, Penic k. 

Yager, and Bonnstetter ( 1986) saw sorne similarities as well. 

The authors developed a protile of the teachers from questionnaires completed by 250 

teachers in the 50 exemplary progams. The common chancteristics for exemplnry teachers 

included: ( r i )  they were experienced teachers who hrid taught at the same school for sevenl years; 

(b) they possessed more educational qualifications than teachers in genenl (e.g., 76% of 

exemplary teachers had a master's degree or higher compared to 54% for science teachers in 

eenenl); (c) they were very enthusiastic about science (e.g., attend professional in-services and 
C 

use professionai journals in their teaching); (d) they used a process-approach to science and 

lectured less; (e) they were confident in their teaching abilities; (f) they put considenble time and 

effort into their prepmtion; and (g) they had high expectations for themselves and their students. 

Aiong with common teacher chancteristics, Penick et al. (1986) also concfuded that these 

teachers had simiIar classroom goals for their students. They wanted *dents (a) to see that 

science relates to many types of careers and to their everyday Lives, (b) to be able to apply their 



scientific knowledge to solve societal issues as well as scientific ones, not only in theory, but in 

pnctice as well, and (c) to be science literate. 

Evempiary teachers in the United States study had very hi& expectations for themselves 

and their students, and they would go out of their way to ensure these expectations were met. 

They understood the needs of their students and wouid develop or design their own p r o _ w s  and 

C U ~ C U ~ ~  to meet the needs nf al1 !heir ctudentc, m t  just the few who were 2b!e to !ma h m  the 

traditional textbook approach. They wouid often take extra courses to prepare thernselves for 

cumculum and program design. By providing students with a safe stimulating learning 

environment where they could question and seek answers without feeling threatened, these 

exemplary teachers would expect students to make decisions and rict upon them. 

The stntegies these teachers used to attain these expectations and goals were: (a) hands- 

on leaming, (b) application of the knowledge students had Icamed. (c) flexibility. (d) using 

questions for motivation and not only for assessmrnt. (e) creating an environment where students 

wanted to do the work. and (t) modelling of the behaviour of active scientists, by questioning and 

finding solut ions. W i thin the NSTX "Search for Excellence in Science Education" report, there 

was a great variety in the exemplary pro-enrns. from type of p m C m  to typeof school. but they 

d l  had exemplq teachers. 

The EPSME Proiect 

The second major study of exemplary teachen was conducted in Australia, "Exemplary 

Practice in Science and Mathematics Education" (EPSME) by Tobin and Fraser (1987a). The 

nationwide search in the United States of America for excellent science education progmns 

prornpted the EPSME project. As in the USA study, the researchers in Australia also believed that 

a study of exemplary teachers wouid provide information to benefit teachers and teacha 

education (Tobin & Garnett, 1988). This project qualitatively and quantitatively studied 20 

exemplary mathematics and science teachers f?om Grades 1 to 12. The teachers who participated 

in the study were selected by an oral nomination process. Key educators were asked to nominate 



an "above average" teacher (Tobin & Fraser, 1987, p. '1). Those teachers who had been 

nominated most oflen were selected for the study. Thirteen researchers were divided into 11 

teams to observe at Ieast 8 Iessons of particular tmchers. Data were coliected through the use of 

direct observations of the teacher, interviews with the teacher and their students. questionnaires, 

and examination of cwriculurn materials and student work, 

Since this was a !arge rtudy invcrlving 13 researckrr and 20 exemplary teacher'., there 

were mmy components of this study. The components of the EPSME study were reported 

separately by the researchen (Dracon, 1987; Garnett. 1987; Garnett & Tobin, 1988; Tobin. 1987; 

Tobin & Fraser, 1989; Tobin & Fraser. 1990; Tobin & Garnett, 1988; Tobin, Treagust, & Fnser, 

1988; Treagust. 1 987; Treagust, 199 1). A11 of the researchers reported similar results; the 

exemplary teachers: (a) used management stntegies thrit mmimised student engagement, (b) 

encouraged students to participate at their different levels of abilities, (c) maintained a fûvounble 

Ieaming environment, (d) set work that had a hi& cognitive demantl. and ( e )  used stntegies to 

increase students' understanding: of math and science. 

The PEEL Proiect 

About the same time thût these two studies of exemplary teachers were being conducted 

another study in Melbourne began on how tcachers can increase and improve students' Iearning. 

The PEEL (Project for Enhancing Effective Learning) project began in 1985 and involved ten 

teachers. five classes, plus consultants and observers (Wlite, 1986). The goal was to invoIve the 

students more in their learning by increasing their own knowledge of their leaming 

(metacognition). The following three factors made PEEL possible: (a) the purposes of secondary 

education changed fiom tertiary prepantion to teaching al1 students to l e m ,  (b) the discovery 

that many successfu~ students did not understand many concepts taught in secondary school, and 

(c) the idea that ability is learned and not innate. 

Baird (1986) discussed two studies conducted by Baird and White in 1982 that reported 

that students were not leaming effectively and did not know that they had poor iearning habits. 



Students did not know about their own learning and therefore could not monitor or control it. The 

authors concluded that to improve the standards of learning, terichers had to use procedures that 

would enhance students' metacognition so that the students could assume responsibility for 

monitoring and controlling their o~vn Iearning (Baird, 1956). A third study conducted by Baird 

and a high school biology teacher, Ian Mitchell, sought to use procedures to enhance stiidents' 

mctacogniti~n. This stiidy %as acfim T C S C ~ ~ C ~  i ~ h ~ i . i :  thc pririicipants xcrc alsa :Sc rcsca~hcrs. 

The results of this study indicated that students could be tau@ to be aware of their learning and 

codd therefore be taught to improve their leaming. However. though this was possible it would 

take a great effort by teachers and students. Training would have to occur by a number of teachers 

and over an extended period of time, maybe years. "The process would involve considerable 

personal chanse and development t'or both students and teachers" (Baird. 1986. p. 16). The goals 

of the project were: 

to foster ctTective. independent Iearning through training h r  snhanced 

metacognition; to change teacher attitudes and behaviours io ones which prornote 

such leaming; to investigate processes of teacher and student change as 

participants engage in action-research; and, to identify hctors which intluence 

successful implementation of a prokgam which aims to irnprove the quality of 

students' learning. (Baird. 1986, p. 17) 

Four classes participated in the study, one Gnde 7, two Gnde 9's and one Gnde I O  class. These 

classes were chosen because of the number of PEEL teachers they had. The PEEL group would 

meet once a week to provide support and encouragement for each other but othenvise no 

strategies were suggested. Each teacher was to meet the goals of the project in the ways that best 

suited them. 

In order for students to become more effective at monitoring their O ~ M  leaming, teachers 

had to change the way they taught. They had to teach so that students wouId take a greater 

responsibiIity for their learning. Teachers had to use a variety of techniques to encourage as many 



students as possible to participate (Mitchell, 1992a). Ways to genente students' participation and 

engagement in tasks inciuded cwperative learning, small group work, effective classroom 

management and t h e  management, use of higher order thinking skills (cg., as in Predict, 

Observe, and Explain, POE, activities) and student journals. Teachers and the cumculum needed 

to be flexible. If teachers are concemed about covering the cun-iculum they will be less likely to 

teach for understandhg IMitcheIl. l992b). 

These studies discussed in this section also recomrnended a "less is more" curriculum. 

Researchers suggest that the number of topics taught should be decreased but that the depth of 

those topics should increase (Mitchell, I992b). However, changing the curriculum is not 

controlled by teachers. The findings from the PEEL project suggest that rnany things should be 

cbanged tùt "quality learning" to take place, these include: changes in the content. (e.g., courses 

would contain less content so that they could be taught in more depth to ensure student 

understanding); changes in the leming environment, (e-g.. one of collaboration betwern students 

and teachers); and changes in assessrnent practices, (e.g., process as we1I as product should be 

rtssessed). Though teachers can contribute to making their pnctices exemplary. to truly mrike the 

teaching/leûrning process more successtùl change has to happen at many levels. 

Proiec t 206 1 

The fourth project was designcd to evaluate and improve science prokmms in the United 

States, Project 2061, and consisted of three phases. The fmt phase, "science for ail hencans," 

was focused on the attainment of scientific litency (Amencan Association for the Advancement 

of Science (AAAS), 1989). The second phase, benchmarks for scientific litency and national 

science education standards, involved teams made up OF 25 teachers and administrators 

representing ail grade levels and fmused on the developrnent of a set of benchmarks or threshoIds 

that students would have to achieve at particular grade levels. ( M S ,  1993; National Research 

Council, 1996). The third phase will consist of a long-term coIIaborative effort impIernenting the 

resources deveIoped in Phase 1 and II ( M S ,  1989). 



During Phase I of Project 2061, the National Council on Science and Technology 

Education developed recommendations of what "understandings and habits of mind are essential 

for al1 citizens in a scientificdly literate societf' ( M A S ,  1989, p. 11). The report argued that 

how students are taught is just as important as what students are taught in the achievernent of the 

goal of a scientificaIly litente society ( M S ,  1989). Effective teaching should: (a) be consistent 

with the nature cf scientiik hquky, ( i e ,  st;Lrt with, q~es t ims  ûheut  mtcre, englge stridents 

rictively, collect and use evidence, provide historical perspectives, insist on cIear expression, use a 

team approach, not separate knowing from finding out, and de-emphasise memorisation of 

vocabulary); (b) reflect scientific value, (Le., encourage curiosity, reward creativity, encourage 

questioning, avoid dogmatism, promote aesthetic responses); (c) aim to countenct learning 

rimieties. (i.e., build on successes, provide abundant experience. support the role of girls and 

rninorities in science. emphasise goup learning); and (d) extend beyond school. (i-e., involve 

parents and the community) ( M S .  1959. pp. 143-15 1). 

Phase I I  of Project 2061. the Standards, developed by the National Research Council 

included six science teaching standards that included teacher pnctices for effective science 

teaching. The National Research Council ( 1996) strited: 

Effective teaching is at the heart of science education, which is why the science 

teaching standards rire presented first. Good teachers of science create 

environrnents in which they and their students work together as active leamers. 

They have continually expanding theoretical and practical knowledge about 

science learning, and science teaching, They use assessments of students and of 

their own teaching to plan and conduct their teaching. ïhey buiId strong, 

sustained relatiooships with students that are grounded in their knowledge of 

students' sirnilarities and differences. And they are active as members of science- 

Iearniag cornmunities, (p. 4) 



Though it is not specifically stated that the practices are for inclusive classes the Standards does 

state that teachers must teach so that a11 students c m  learn. Because individual students l e m  in 

different ways effective teachers must have a broad repertoire of teaching strategies to engage al1 

students rit Iciast some of the time (National Research Council, 1996). 

S t n t e a  knowledge is not the only thing that makes science teachers successful, they 

must dso know when and how to rise the prticiilar strategiec. "%!!cd !e~hprc: cf SC~PEC~ h w e  

special understandings and abilities that i n t ep t e  their IcuowIedge of science content, cumcuIum, 

learning, teaching, and students. Such knowledge allows teachers to tailor leaming situations to 

the needs of individuals and groups" (National Research Council, 1996, p. 62). Effective teachers 

need to know their students and their IeveIs of abilities in order to predict what students will be 

able to leam and what they may have difficulty with. In addition. tenchers must know their 

students' backgrounds, interests, motivations. and how they leam best. With this knowledge 

eft'txt ive trachers can then choose appropriate content. teaching stnt egies. asscssrnents. and 

curriculum rnaterials. Exemplary teachers possess pedagogical content knowledge as well as 

content knowledge; it  is not enough to know an area. Research has shown that the best methods to 

connect this content with the pnor knowledge and abiIities of the students or leamers must afso be 

known (Shulman. 1986: Shulman, 1987; Shulrnan & Quinlan. 1996). 

According to Project 206 1, effective teaching depends on more than content and stntegy 

knowledge. Teachers must also know their students and know how to create an environment that 

will be conducive to nsk-taking and teaming. 

The BC Assessments 

The studies discussed thus far have been conducted in Austnlia and the United States. 

With the British Columbia (BC) Assessments the quality of science teaching in a Canadian 

province can be compared to the science education Iiterature. From these assessments, an idea of 

what ''goal" science teaching should ideally look like was presented and how teachen c m  

achieve this. These assessments are implemented approximaiely every four years and began in 



1978. The 1991 assessrnent team went into 60 schools across British Columbia and Iooked at 

Gnde  3, 4, 7, and IO. The research team consisted of five faculty mernbers, two researcli 

associates. and six graduate students. Al1 research mernbers attended two days of training in the 

research procedures to be implemented in the study (British Columbia Assessrnent 1991- 

Technical Report IV). 

?bis mesrn?en? qi?ali?~?ive!y md qmntit~ti:.ely collected wd c x m h e d  data h m  both 

the teachers and students of chosen classrooms. Quantitatively, students completed a test 

developed for iheir particular level while teachers filled out a questionnaire. Qualitatively, 

observations end interviews were done with al1 participating teachers and selected students. 

Researchen were not trying to look at exemplary teachers only. but wanted a picture of the 

quality of science teaching and leming across British Columbia. One of five objectives of the 

British Columbia Assessment was to "determine how this context relates to the student outcomes 

of the genenl assessrnent and to a vision of 'good' science teaching based on the litenture on 

teaching and Iraniing " (British Columbia Assessrnent 1991-Technical Report IV. p. 10). 

Results from the teachrr questionnaires indicated that teachen used a wide variety of 

teaching stntegies dependinr on the topics and objectives being taught. A comment that 

encompassed teachen' perspectives on instructional stntegies was made by a Gnde  10 teacher: 

"1 feel vanety is best and hands-on science is a must" (British Columbia Assessment of Science 

199 1 -Technical Report 1, p. 280). The stntegies discussed included hands-on activities, group 

work, CO-operative leming, inquiry teaching, and presentations. Though al1 teachen in the 

results from the teacher observations and in-depth interviews report the importance of the use of a 

varîety of smtegies not al1 teachers use this variety of strategies (Bateson, Erickson, Gaskell, & 

Wideen, 199 1). While teachers see the importance of involving students in their own leamîng and 

engaging their mincis, they often do not have the administrative supports and resources to 

implement those types of science prognms. One Grade 10 teacher cornmented, "As a result of 

resources and facilities, 90% of my teaching has to be lectures. 1 know it's htrning off the 



students, but 1 had no choice" (British Columbia Assessrnent of Science 199 I-Technical Report 

1, p. 250). 

Most teachers in this study reported that they did have students with special needs in their 

classes. The most common special needs were "cognitive impairments, behaviounl difficulties, 

and gi fleci" (British Columbia Assessrnent of Science 199 1 -Technical Report 1 ). Though teachers 

reported that there were challenges in deating with classes that included students with ~ e c i a l  

needs (such as dividing teacher time and the safety of al1 students), teacbers also reported that al1 

students participated in class activities. High student participation rates were seen to be due to the 

ovemll philosophy of teachers that science lessons should be hands-on, minds-on, inquiry based, 

and built on the previous subject rnatter knowledge of students (British Columbia Assessrnent of 

Science 199 1 - Technical Report IV). 

A Critical Book 

In 1996 and 1997 Hrtrgreavrs arkwed thrit science tericher pnciices rire not based on 

educational research and that research camot infonn good teacher practice (Hammersley, 1997; 

Monk & Osborne. 2000). Monk and Osborne (2000) of King's College London compiled a book 

to counter this argument made by Hargreaves. Their research supports the daims already 

discusscd in that good science teaching consists of cognitive. m e t a ~ o ~ i t i v e ,  and motivational 

stntegies that enable students to regulate their own learning. Good teaching strategies are those 

strategies that c m  be used by students to heIp construct their otvn understanding. Exampies of 

such stntegies are: (a) concept mapping; (b) group discussions; (c) activities that get students to 

think of what they already know about a topic and what they want to l e m  (i.e., a thinking 

journal); and (d) think alouds by teachers while problem solving to mode1 problem solving 

practices- Other strategies these authors f o n d  to be successful are: guided self-evaluation, 

stnictured lessons, highlighted important aspects of a topic, and linked concepts to the big picture, 

In order for students to regulate their Iearning they must be given more responsibility, and hi& 

expectations must be maintained For d l  students especially "disadvantaged ones" (Fairbrother, 



2000, p. 15). To increase motivation and encounge leaming of al1 students, teachers should use a 

variety of strategies. This makes science lessons more interesting and teachers are more likely to 

use a stntegy best liked by more students. To encourage authentic assessment, teachers can ask 

students how they wou1d assess thernselves and their classrnates. This makes students think about 

what they are Iearning (Fairbrother. 2000). In addition to the stntegies already discussed, Black 

and Harrism (2000) ccr.c!~ded !h3t fbrnrti:~ messment rnd p c d  inst-uction ;ire indivisible. 13y 

discussing concepts with students or reading notes taken dunng a discussion, teachers can assess 

students' learning and efictive teaching. 

Summarv of Seconda- Science Teachers' Best Pnctices 

In summary. al1 of the work discussed in this section shares the view of students as active 

learners. Effective science teachers accordingiy use teaching stntegies that encourage students to 

constmct meaning anci understanding. The research has shown that effective teachers have 

adopted a "hands-on. minds-on" philosophy and use stntegies thrit support this philosophy. Some 

strengths of etkctive teachers are: (a) an understanding of individual students' needs, interests, 

and strengths; (b) a constructivist view of knowledge. (Driver, Asoko, Leach. Mortimer. Sr Scott, 

1994): (c) D high level of rxpectations for self and siudents; (d) tlexibility: (e) an enthusiasm for 

science: and (f) the belief that learning is a collabontive process. Stntegies shown to support this 

philosophy are: (a) continual formative assessment to provide feedback to students and to guide 

fùrther instruction; (b) use of multiple resources. including print. videos. and software: (c) use of 

open ended questions with no correct answer; (d) increased wait tirne; (e) stntegies to encourage 

self-reylation such as thinking joumals and students designing assessment tools; (f) smaii group 

CO-operative leaniing where al1 input is valurd: and (g) a balance of the responsibility of leaming 

between students and teachers. 

This section reviewed the literature on the best practices of  science teachers, the 

following section reviews the literature on the best practices of inclusive non-science teachers. I 

argue that successfùl science teachen of inclusive classes will use the best practices of science 



teachers and of inclusive teachers. 

Inclusive Non-science Teachers' Best Pnctices 

So far in this chapter, I have discussed the litenture of inclusive secondary science 

teachers and of secondary science teachers. In this section, I review fhe litenture of inclusive 

secondary non-science teachers to see what stntegies this litenture suggests are used by 

euemplary tcachers and how !bis will ndd te pnctices 2!rex!y discussed. 

Di fferences Bet ween Elementarv and Secondarv School 

ïhere are many differences between elementary school and secondary school. Since these 

differences exist. the conclusions fiom studies conducted in elementary inclusive science classes 

may not be transfenble to secondary inclusive science classes. For this reason I have limited my 

Iiterriture serirch to inclusive studies conducted in secondary clrissrooms. The strategy studies 

conducted in elementary classrooms thrit are inçluded are. tiom my experience as an inclusive 

secondary science tericher. also effective stntegies in secondary classrooms. In this section. 1 

review the litenture on secondriry inclusive pnctices and successful secondary instructional 

strategies not necrssarily science speci fic. 

fnclusion in secondary schools has a dif'ferent set of considerritions than inclusion in 

eIementary schools. In secondary schools teachers are under significant pressure to cover content. 

Since classes are more content driven. less emphasis is placed on individual students (McCrory 

Cole & bIcLeskey, 1997). There are pressures from outside the class to cover the content, for 

example, mandatory departmentiil exarninations, and business and post-secondary institutes 

require certain skills to be attained before students graduate 6om hi& school (McCrory Cole & 

McLeskey). Teacher education for secondary teachers emphasises particuiar disciplines, and they 

&en cannot or wil1 not make adaptations for special needs students. for example suppIying notes 

to a student with a reading disability (McCrory Cole & McLeskey). 

Secondary teachers work with about l30 students a day and teach them for only one 

penod a day (Schumaker & DeshIer, 1994). They do not have the same relationship with students 



as teachers teaching them al1 dây, and often do not have time to give the extra support that 

students with learning disabilities require (McCrory CoIe (Sr McLeskey. 1997; Tnlli et al., 1996). 

As students with leaming disabilities reach secondary school. the gap between ski11 required and 

performance grows. making success harder for these students to achieve (klccrory CoIe B 

McLeskey, 1997; Wong, 1996). Along with these academic difficulties, students entenng 

secondary schriol are nt the age o f  adnleccence. a dif!h!? time w e n  fnr t h e  who do not hwe 

leaming disabilities (McCrory Cole 8 McLeskey, 1997). "Because of these realities, unless 

classroom teachers recrive proper training and support, inclusion of students with mild 

disabilities (e.g., learning disabilities) within secondary classrooms may be rtccomplished in a m e  

only" (Tralli et al., 1996. p. 204). 

Successîùl Inclusion 

There is considerable resexch in successhl inclusion of students with learning 

ctisabilities in the regulrir ciassroom ancl it has been well rcviewed and consolidated in the leriding 

texts. The major ideas h m  this research are brought togethrr in the following. 

khny factors must be taken into considention when discussing successfùl inclusion 

especially with the circumstances in secondary schools as dtlscribed above. In order for general 

educaton to achieve successful inclusion they must: 

1. Gather information reiated to one or more of the curricular elements that 

require adaptations. 

2. Implement cumcuIum adaptations on a replûr basis for the specified amount 

of tirne. 

3. Document the etfectiveness of the adaptations. 

4. Teac h fl exibly to minimize problems that may result from changes that occur 

as adaptations are implemented, 

5. Explore options for cumcuIurn adaptations with other educators, especialIy 

special education personnel. 



Adapt only specific areas that require modifications and do not attempt to 

change too much at one time. 

Use different adaptation techniques to achieve ;ippropriate education for al1 

students. 

lmplement adaptations in a m m e r  that ensures smooth transitions irto the 

s e  of differmt tezthisg XIO be!w;ior manrigcmcnt tccfimiqiics. 

Anticipate and account for potential problems that may arise from 

adaptations prior to implementation. 

When possible, use adaptations that are most compatible with existing 

classroom structures and routines. (Hoover & Patton. 1997, p.9 1 )  

Friend. Bursuck, and Hutchinsun ( 1998) identitied the same genenl methods discussed above as 

effective methods for inclusive classes. These authors t it led their method INCLUDE -1dentifjr 

classroom demands. Note students' st rengt h s  and nreds. Check for area of potent i d  success. 

Look for potential problem m a s ,  Use information to identify possible adaptations. Decide which 

adaptations are best for your classes, and Evaluate (Friend et al.. 1998. p. 24). 

Content Ada~tations 

It is important for an inclusive teacher to know the strengths and weaknesses of students 

and be able to make the adaptations necessary for d l  students to reach their Iearning potential 

(Friend et al., 1998; Hoover & Patton, 1997). One type of adaptation identified in successful 

inclusive secondas. classes is content adaptation. This type of adaptation includes strategies to 

heIp students' identify. organise. comprehend. and retain content materiai. Examples of 

successhl content adaptations are: graphic organisen (Fisher. Schumaker, & Deshler, 1995; 

Horton, Lovitt, & Bergenid, 1990; Hudson, Lignugaris-Kraft, & Miller, t993; Schumaker & 

Lenz, 1999), visual displays (Hudson, Lignugaris-Kraft, & Miller, 1993), study guides (Fisher, 

Schumaker, & Deshier, 1995; Hudson, Lignugaris-Kraft, & Miller, 1993), memonics (Scmggs 

& Mastropieri, 1992), and problem solving pnmpts (Schumaker & Lenz, 1999). To incrase 



textbook comprehension students can be taught a textbook analysis strategy (Schumaker & Lenz, 

1999) and there are software prognms now available to supplement textbuok Iearning (Hoover & 

Patton, 1997: Schurnaker & Lenz. 1999). 

Instructional Adaptations 

A second type of adaptation h u n d  eflective in secondary inclusive classes is an 

instruc!iom! adaptation Effcctirc inz:nrctiûrial 5tGiicgics inc:ude: hcincls-uii d i b i t i e s  ( X i d  & 

Heimburge, 1996), scatfolding (Driver et al,, 1994; Schurnaker & Lenz. 1999). direct stntegy 

instruction (Kef & Heimburge, 1996). problem solving prompts (Schumaker & Lenz, 1999), 

peer tutoring (Fisher, Schumaker, Sr Deshler, 1995: King-Sears (Pr Cummings, 1996), c e  

opentive groups (Fisher, Schurnaker. SI Deshier. 1995). and cIear well-structured lessons or 

SCREtW (Scruggs Rt blastropieri. 1994a; Trüt l i  et al.. 1996). This is only a sample of the many 

effective instructional adaptations available. it is m a t  important for teachers to be flexible and 

willing to adapt instructional strategies and to use a variety (Rief & Heimburge, 1996). 

Depending on the students in a class. content may also need to be adripted. Some students 

may ~ I S O  need more time to complete assignments or a reduced amount of content (Schumaker & 

Lenz, 1999). Providing options in assignments also can reduce fmstntion in students and can 

increase the yuality of tvork submitted by students with learning disûbilities since they cm choose 

an assignment to reflect their strengths (Hoover & Patton, t 997). In addition to adapting the 

content, teachers need to ensure that the content is fun, accessible, relevant and interesting to 

students (Fink, 1996; Freeman & Hutchinson. 1 994; Rief Rr Hiemburge, 1996). 

Fink (1996) and Freeman and Hutchinson (1994) showed that interest also atTects 

learning, especia1ly for students with leaming disabilities. If the student is not interested in the 

topic, the material will be dificuit to learn. Fi& studied twelve successfùl adults with dyslexia, a 

specific learnuig disabiIity manifested in reading problems, to see if she could discover what 

factors attributed to their success. Fink interviewed people who became attorneys, medicai 

speciaiists, scientists, artists, and businessmen (al1 professions that require a great deal of 



reading). The cornmon thread Tor these professionals was their strong interest in their chosen 

field, an interest that drove them to study that tield as much as possible. This interest also drove 

them to study subjects they knsw they required to ûchievr their desired goal. One of the tindings 

of Freeman and Hutchinson ( 1994) supports Fink's tinding of the importance o f  student interest. 

While Freeman and Hutchinson were conducting anger management intemention sessions with 

Eric, = 3dolesccnt :v!:o h3d !eurnir,g c!is;lbi!ities. the, f o n d  k a t  Eric !car;;cd bc:tcr if hc fclt the 

Monnation was interesting and relevant to him. If he valued the information. he was more apt to 

learn it. The implication of these studies is c l e x  the subject matter should be made as interesting 

and relevant to students as possible. 

Many students with leaming disabilities have difficulty reading and writing and many 

content assessments are pen and paper tests. In order to inçlude studrnts with lenming disabilities. 

assessments may need tu be adapted depending on the characteristics of the students (Friend et 

al.. 1998: Hoover 8 Patton. 1997). As with instructionol stntegirs. usinp a variety of assessment 

tools will ensure fair assessment ofal1 students (Rief & Heimburge. 1996). 

Support and Other Factors of Successful Inclusion 

in addition to showing the need for teachen to be flexible and adapt lessons ris necessary, 

research has shown successful inclusive teachrn need the support o f  students. parents. and 

administraton, they need time in their schedules for increased planning demands. and they need 

to collaborate with other school professionals. In general, the results of McCrory Cole and 

McLeskey (1997) and Tralli et al. (1996) suggested that students needed to l e m  basic learning 

strategies (e.g., how to study for a test), and to be empowered to try their best and create positive 

relationships within their environments. Teachers needed to teach clear, well-s-tnictured lessons 

(e.g., using a concept map as an advanced organiser for -dents). To really make a difference, 

teachers needed to collabonte with one another so that stratepies were reinforced and generalised. 

According to the authors both of these programs were considered successfù1. Ai1 of the students 

in the cIasses benefited from the strategies employed by the general education teachen. However, 



this success could not have happened without time allotted for planning, collaboration with other 

genenl education teachers and the special education teachers. and ongoing support from school 

administration (b1cCrory Cole & Mcleskey, 1997: Tralli et 31., 19%) 

Other factors found crucial to successhl inclusion are: (a) providing ri supportive 

environment where al1 students feel welcomed in the class and feel that they are valued 

cnntrifriito~ (Rief & Heirnhrirse, 199f9, th) naint-ining hi$ rxpecc.~tic'ri.s fcr d! students 

especially for the leaming disabled students (Chiappetta, KobalIa, Sr Collette. 1998), and (c) 

involving students in the learning process. To create a support ive environment. teac hers nesd to 

provide strong models of acceptance of diversity. Teachers o k n  lower their expectations of the 

students in inclusive classroorns and then the students try to reach only those lowered 

expectations (George, 1973). For successful inclusion, teacher expcctation camot be lowered. 

Teachers should ask the students what they tëel would be helpful for tiiem since students ofien 

know how they would like to team (Chiappetta et al.. 19%). This aiso involves students in their 

learning process. Resertrch has shown that for the inclusion of students with lerirning disabilities 

in the regular classroorns to be successful, teachors rnust teach using al1 these inclusive pnctices 

(e.g., Freernan Sr Hutchinson. 1994). Though making adaptations for students with lerirning 

disabilities is an inclusive pnctice if that is the only attempt at inclusion. these students will 

generally fail. If secondary students with learning disabilities do not fer1 welcomed and included 

in the classroom environment they wiI1 not attend classes and oflen drop out of those classes. 

According to one student with leaniing disabilities, Eric, a teacher's success with inclusion c m  be 

assessed by the number of students who drop out or do not attend that class (Freeman & 

Hutchinson, 1994). 

Summarv of Inclusive No~sciencz Teachers' Best Practices 

The discussion in this section suggests that effective inclusive secondary teachers adapt 

their teaching to suit the needs of their students and rnake tessons hands-on, fiin, and relevant to 

students. Teachers cm do this by involving students in decision making and giving them 



increased responsibility for their leanllng. Creating an environment that supports diversity is v e l  

important to successful inclusive cIasses. The strongest way trachers show acceptance for 311 

students is by being positive role models. When textbooks are used in lessons. kachers can use 

direct stntegies to help students with learning disabilities understand the texts. Strategies such as 

highlighting important information or graphic organises can be helpful to al1 students not only to 

stxknts  with Icaiikg disabilitics in the clasa. li is imp~rtaiit &Li triicllcrs io h i u w  tiieir srudctn~s' 

strengths and weaknesses and have a wide repertoire ofstntegies at their disposa1 when teaching 

in inclusive classes. Research suggests that the more modalities used when teaching the better the 

chance that ail students have been reached. Knowing when to use specific stntegies is as 

important as knowing how to use the strategy. Snidents with Ierirning disabilities may need 

specitïc adaptations of Iessons, for example, being given a copy of notes nther than trying to 

wnte notes from the board. According to the inclusion literature. inclusive teachers are aware of 

adaptations necessary and provide them as needed. 

Collaboration is nctcessay in ordrr to be a successful inclusive teacher. especially with 

the special education teachers. Speciai education teachers are trained to provide invaluable advice 

3s to how to cope with specific students in classes. As 1 have discussed, it is v e q  dificult for 

secondary teachers to know a11 of their students. The special education teachers can intom 

teachers of specific characteristics of exceptional students, and specific stntegies that would heIp 

reduce frustrations for both the teacher and the student. Teachers of students with Ieming 

disabilities shoutd dso remernber that these students have at least average intelligence. They are 

capable of doing the work; they just need a different modality than the traditional chalk and talk 

methodology. It is important that teachers do not lower their expectatiom for students, either with 

or without disabilities. Ofien when teachers lower their expectations, students will only work to 

meet those expectations d e r  than to stnve for what they are capable of achieving. 

in this section 1 discussed the literatue of successfùl inclusion which enhanced the 

literature already reviewed by adding the importance oE (a) an accepting environment, (b) the 



teachers' abilities to rnake necessq adaptations, (c) teacher collaboiation, and (d) administrative 

support. These factors, in addition to factors discussed in the previous sections are necessary for 

successful inclusive secondary science. 

Conclusion 

The inclusive science education literature, science educrition literature. and special 

cducatiun inciusiuu iilrrature d i  noted co-operative leaniing as an effective strategy for rncluding 

al1 students. Though CO-operative groups can be very benetïcial to students with md without 

learning disribilities for learning appropriate socia1 skills and improving attitudes towards science, 

themselves, and their peers (Bianchini, 1997; Johnson & Johnson, 1987; Lazarowitz. Hertz- 

Lazarowitz. & Baird, 1994; Lazarowitz, Hertz, Baird, & Bowlden. 1988; Stevens St Slavin, 

1995). teachers should be cautious in their ovenise. In order for co-opentive groups to be 

effective an environment of equality for al1 should be created and ail leamers must first be taught 

how to work co-operatively (Brown Sr Palincsar. 1989; Cohen, 1994) 

A review of the Iitenture on the b a t  pnctices of effective inclusive secondary science 

terichers illuminates the small number of studies done in this area. However. there are many 

recommendations made to teachers based on these few studies. From the research 1 have done for 

this review. it is apparent to me that we need more empirical research in techniques for teaching 

science to inclusive secondary classes. There is considerable empirical research on science 

teaching in etementary schools, either in mainstreamed or specia1 education classrooms. and in 

special education science classes at the secondary Ievel, but there does not seem to be much data 

for content science teachers in secondary classes. 1 know, from personal experience that many 

techniques used in special education classrooms are not practical or realistic for teachers in 

content area classes to use. The techniques are not designed to be used with large numbers or 

heterogeneous groups. 

1 also found d u ~ g  my literahire search that, maybe it is not just teaching or instnictional 

strategies that we should be looking at but ways of at Ieast m o d i w g  the cumcuta without losing 



the important concepts, to include al1 students. The 

teachers now use are not conducive to learning for 

textbook oriented curricula that secondary 

many students, not just those with special 

needs. However. tmchers may not have the time to adapt cumcula to suit al1 students. Teachers 

would need to be given time and resources to be able to modify the curriculum but this does not 

seern like a practical option to me. The strategies that I chose to focus on in this chapter. from the 

m_my stz!cgy optiocs u~ailrble, ::'ex pnctical mes t h t  scicix;: tcachcrs coüld ïcalistically 

incorponte in their classes. Mnemonics. co-opentive groups, gnphic organisers and the use of an 

activity-oriented constructivist approach are already in use in content classes but may need to be 

used more ofien and more effectively with the increase of heterogeneous classes. 

When al1 the literature is taken collectively, it would appear that an effective inclusive 

secondary science teacher would be one who creates a safe, comfortable learning environment 

conducive to learning. This wouId include an rnvironrnent that is well managed but not over 

managed, where students are encounged to shrire their ideas and where they feel sale to do so. 

There would be structured srnall co-opentive group work where students are encounged to 

predict. observe and explain phenornena, where the process would be more important than the 

answer. Students would be abte to manipulate variables to test hypotheses. Teachers would have 

content and pedagogical knowledge to increase their comfort so that they would allow students to 

explore problems that do not have pre-set answers. There wouid be no classroom management 

problems since teachers and students would have a more colIegid relationship where they would 

work together to ensure material is interesting, relevant and challenging. An indusive secondary 

science classroom would be a very busy room where students and teachers were heiping each 

other understand the world in which we Iive. 

In the next chapter, 1 discuss the methodology I used in my study of exernplary inclusive 

secondary science teachers' pnctices. 



Introduction 

This chapter discusses the specific qualitative methods 1 used to collect and analyse my 

data. 1 begin by descnbing the procedure I used to select the participants for the study. Next. 1 

describe the tcchniqucs 1 cmploped ta co!lcc: data fnm niy participants. Thcsc includc 

interviews, observations, and field notes taken by myself. 1 then give a description of the research 

context and of the analysis of the data. 

Qualitative methods allow the researcher to look at the natunl environment, at how the 

teacher and students intenct, and ilt adaptations teachers may make for students. 1 conducted a 

naturdistic study to obtain the teachers' perspectives of what practices they use in inclusive 

classes and why they adopt those pnctices, not to confirm or deny the perspective of other 

researchers or myselC According to Firestone (1993) "qualitative research is best for 

understanding the processes that go on in a situation and the belirfs and perceptions of those in it" 

(p.22). 1 believe. as does Patton (1990). that intrrviewing and observing the participants in their 

natunl enviromnent will reveal iheir depth of rmotion and their perceptions of what is happening 

and why. By using a natunlistic approach, 1 can endeavor to rnake sense of the pnctices of 

teachers without irnposing my preexisting expectations on effective teaching pnctices 

(Fkestone, 1993; Mertens. 1998). From my experiences teaching secondary science, 1 feel that 

there is currently a problern in teaching science to inclusive classes and by using qualitative 

meihods to research this problem we can find some"pnctical" (Patton. 1990, p. 94) solutions. 

In naturalistic inquiry, the researcher sets out to understand and document everyday 

happening in a situation without trying to change it (Patton, 1990). I did not necessarily want to 

change a program by mggesting what 1 or researchen think are effective practices Rother, 1 

wanted to observe what successful teachers are doing in their classrcmms and to discover why 

they feel their practices are effective. No attempt was made to evaluate the impact of the teactring 



strategies on the students. 

Since rny research aim was to describe the practices and beliefs of teachers from their 

perspective, a qualitative study best satisfied that aim. Xccording to Firestone ( 1993), 

"Qualitative methods are usehl for undentandhg the perspectives of students. teachers. parents, 

and others; for clarifying the process that takes place in classrooms. during pro- 

implementotion, and in other areas; and for genemting hyptheres for teeting !hrcug!! dm 

methods" (p. 16). In order to improve research methods and clarifi my thesis question. a pilot 

study was conducted in the spring of 1999. This study was a qualitative investigation of the 

practices and beliefs of one teacher, Lynn (a pseudonyrn), in an inclusive secondary science 

classroom. 

Sampling Procedure 

In July 1999 1 sent my proposal. an executive surnmary, and the required foms to the 

District Sçhool Board to gain permission to conduct research in the schoofs. At that time 1 also 

discussed my research with the principal of special services who recommended two schools that 

contained a diversity of students and had strong inclusion prognms. t chose to use a nomination 

procedure for purposehl sarnpling as descnbed by Mertens ( 1998) and Patton ( 1990) to identify 

my participants because this sarnpling technique had supplied rich data for studies that influenced 

the research design 1 chose (e.g.. Oison. Chalmers, L Hoover, 1997; Penick & Yager, 1983; 

Scniggs & Mastropien, 1 994; Tobin & Fraser. 1 98%). in September, after obtaining permission 

from the District School Board, and from the Ontario Secondary School Teachers' Fedention, I 

coniacted two principals by phone. The principal of one school then referred me to the science 

head while the principal of the second school 1 contactai recommended two teachers he thougbt 

were exemplary and he referred me to the head of student services and special education. 

The head of student senrices and special education nominated the same two teachers 

norninated previously by the principal. 1 then called the teachers and explained my research over 

the phone and asked if they would be interested in participating. 1 had previously met one of the 



teachers, Lynn, through the pilot study I had conducted in the spring. Meanwhile, the co-ordinator 

of the second school 1 contacted was going to discuss my research with the teachers at his school 

and not ib  me  of their decision. In November he called to say that there were no teachers at that 

school interested in participating in my study. I had specifically asked for exemplary biology 

teachers and he explained that the biology teachers were new and did not Teel qualilïed to 

pzrticipte. I &m!!ed hirn md ihen called the ceordiaator of the first schcol to scc if f tûuld gct a 

third teacher to participate. 1 mentioned the name of a teacher recommended to me by one of the 

teachers who had agreed to be in my study and the co-ordinator agreed this teacher would be a 

good participant. 

Participant SeIection 

Three teachers were invited to participate in the stuciy based on the Special Education 

Coordinator's recommendation, years of experience. education background and courses taught. as 

suggested by Penick, Yriger, and Bonnstetter (1986). 1 had originally proposed to study three 

Grade I I  Biology teachers, however when I spoke to the head of student services and special 

education she did not recommend any Gnde  1 1  Biology teachers. 1 had asked her to nominate 

exemplary inclusive secondary science teachers and she recomrnended two; one who at the time 

was teaching Gnde 9 Science. Gnde 10 Science and OAC Chemistry. the second who was 

teaching Gnde 9 Math, Gnde I O  Science and Grade 12 Physics. When speaking with one of the 

teachers she then recommended a third teacher Tor my study. nie cwrdinator agreed this third 

teacher would be ideal, and said she had not onginaily recornmended her because she had only 

becn teaching for bvo y e m  which did not fiilfil one of my selection critena. This third teacher 

was teaching two Grade 9 Sciences and one Grade 9 Geography at the time of the study. The 

purpose of the study was explained to each teacher and each was reminded that teaching methods 

would not be evduated or critiqued. They were asked to sign a consent form (Appendix A) and 

infonned that they could withdraw from the study at any time if they wished. 1 ensured 

confidentiality of participants by assikning pseudonyms that are used throughout the study- 



Descnpt ion of Participants 

1 have assigned pseudonyms to the three participants and to the school where they were 

teaching at the tirne of this research, 1 have called the three participants Ellen, Lynn. and Gary 

and the school Meadow Secondary school. The school is located in an urban community in 

Ontario. The schoof had a student population of about 650 students in Grades 9 through OAC. 

The school dso e m l k d  aduk students and contriircd ;i da;. CLT ccntrc for p i n g  cbilçlccn. 

school had a diverse comniunity of students because of these different programs including ESL 

programs for students whose fmt language was not English or French. This school had a strong 

history of including students with exceptionalities into al1 classrooms therefore the concept of 

inclusion was not foreign to any of the teacher participants. 

Before 1 discuss the participants, 1 descnbe the time in which the data was coIlected for 

this research study. The Conservative government of Mike Hams was in power in Ontario and 

this govenunent had recently made extensive changes to the tield of education: New cumcula 

starting in Gnde 9 with the phasing out of Grade 13; cutbacks in funding allotted for education 

resulting in cutbacks in administrative and support personnel such as suidance counselIors and 

educational assistants (EA's); more teaching time, and more students per class. This study was 

conducted in the first year thrit the new Grade 9 curriculum was being irnplemented across 

Ontario. The administration, the teachers, and the students were a11 new to this particular program 

and therefore, there were many difficulties that normally would not have been encountered; for 

example, teaching and assessing an activity-based curriculumT and new topic areas within the 

cumcu1um. These difficulties must be taken into consideration when analysing the data of the 

teachers of Gnde 9 classes. No matter how much experience these teachers had this cumculum 

was totally new to al1 of hem, and a11 were stniggling with particular aspects of the program, for 

example, providing activity-based instruction to the two new destination classes titled "Applied" 

and "Academic," assessing snidents as evaluations procedures were in a state of flux and dealing 

with the large mired-ability classes they now encountered. 



ElIen 

Ellen was in her second year of teaching. Thou& she did not have much experirnce. she 

was enthusiastic about teaching and wanted al1 of her students to succeed. Ellen's educational 

background was in marine biology and geography and at the time of my study she was teaching 

Gnde  9 Academic Science, Gnde 9 hpplied Science and G n d e  9 Academic Geography, all new 

ciirricula. She helieved her classes were inclusive and that she taiight inclurively When acked if 

she considered her classrooms inclusive she replied, "yes" ( 1 E 1 1 )' . 

Ellen did not consider herself to be an exemplary teacher and therefore was unsure that 

she should participate in my study. However, she was eager to leam. She had a student teacher 

studying with her, and was interested in my observation notes so that she might be able to 

improve ber cunent teaching pnctices. ElIen felt she was having difficuity with some of her 

Gnde 9 classes particularly the class 1 decided to observe. but many teachen were having the 

sarne dificultirs because or  the new cumculum. During our initiai meeting i further described 

my research and Ellen signed the consent fom.  During that initial interview 1 decided to observe 

EIlen teaching her Academic Science class since this class consisted of 3 1 students and had a 

student population with vanous abilities. Though to her knowledge none of thrse students had 

been officially identified with a iearning disability she was aware of some that had an identified 

comunication disability. t did not ask for specific numbers of identified students nor did i ask 

who were identified with leming disabilities. for my study specifics were not necessary a s  long 

as there were students in the class with and without leamhg disabilities and this ciass fit the 

critena. 

Lvnn - 
Lynn was a very sociable person who had been teaching science and math for seven 

years. Lyno's background was in physics and math, and at the time of my study she was teaching 

I Codes are used to identify the participant, the intewiew. and the Iine of the interview used. For example, 
l E 1 1 means interview 1, Ellen, line 1 1. 



Gnde 9 Academic Math, Gnde 10 Advanced Science and Grade 12 Advanced Physics. When 

asked if her classes were inclusive she replied "1 have al1 kinds of different students with different 

needs" (1L10). 1 reminded Lynn of the purpose of my research since she had participated in the 

pilot study and Lynn signed a consent form. During Our first interview I decided to obsewe Lynn 

teaching her Gnde  10 Advanced Science class since this cIass consisted of 32 students and there 

wrc students  ho were Identifieci 3s $fieci md one xbo :vas idcatificd xith a !cmir;g disability. 

This ciass aiso included sevenl ESL students. 1 thought this class would show many inclusive 

teaching pnctices. Lynn was very open and easy-going and seemed to enjoy sharing her ideas on 

teaching science. She became very animated and shared many teachng experiences when 

discussing her teaching methods. 

Garv 

Gary had been teaching for 30 years. His educational background was in chemistry and 

math and he was currently teaching Gnde  9 Applied Science, Gnde 10 General Science, and 

OAC Chemistry. Durine our tkst meeting 1 hrther described my research to Gary and he signed 

the consent form. After the tint interview with Gary we decided it might be useful to observe 

both his Gnde 10 and his Grade 9 Science classes since they both included students who were 

identified with learning disabilities and those who were not. 1 conducted one observation in his 

Gnde IO ciass and two in his Gnde 9 class. Both cIasses had at Ieast 30 students. Gary spoke in 

detail about his many y e m  of teaching and of the changes he had encountered through that time. 

When he was asked if his classes were inclusive his reply was "You mean by having a wide range 

of abilities? Yeah, yeab, for sure" ( 1 G6). 

Data Collection 

Data for this study consisted of five interviews and three classroom observations with 

each of the three teachers dunng October 1999 to January 2000. Additionally, the field notes 

taken during the interviews and observations of each teacher were used. The study involved a 

qualitative investigation of the practices and beliefs of teachers in successfid inclusive secondary 



science classrooms. 1 investigated what teachen are doing in the classes and why they believe 

t hey are performing t hose pnctices. Good research practice requires the researcher to tnangulate, 

that is, to use different methods and data sources to enhance the validity of research findings 

(Maihison, 1988). Patton (1990) agreed that research methodo1ogy is important but views the 

experience and portnyal of the researcher, and an understanding of the "paradigm orientation" (p. 

151) thai auppùris ; ic  ;;adj- alsa impurtrini iù the reliability a d  kaliJity sf rrsearcli resuIts. Ili 

order to strengthen the validity and reliability of rny research and to gain the perspectives of my 

participants, 1 used individual i n t e ~ e w s  with teachers, classroom observations, and my field 

notes of interviews and observations as the data set. 

Individual Interviews 

I conducted five individual interviews of 45 minutes to one hour in length with çûch 

teacher participant in my study. 1 conducted an initial intewiew to h l ly  explain the purposr of my 

study and collect background information. Following eûch classroom observation. 1 scheduled an 

interview to discuss the teachen' perceptions of the class and the rnethods they ernployed. The 

final interview wûs scheduled once al1 the data for that teacher wvere collected and analyzed to 

cnsure ihat 1 had appropriately interpreted and represented information provided. 

"Participant interviews can get at the categories of the participant and are ohen much less 

abstnct than instruments in other research drsigns" (Lecompte & Preissle. 1993. p. 342). Since 1 

wanted to obtain the views of my participants, 1 used a genenl interview guide approach (Patton, 

1990) focusing on open-ended questions to uncover the participants' ideas and views of effective 

teaching methods in inclusive classes. 1 used a conversational style interview but had a question 

or topic guidefine to ensure 1 covered the relevant information. (Appendix B contains a sample 

question pideline). Once the interview \vas under way 1 followed the naturd flow of the 

conversation. In this way, 1 drew out the participants' views of the pertînent areas of interest. The 

conversationai mode], because of its familiarity to most people, is most Iikely to gain the 

confidence of the participants and to yield rich. valid responses. The interw-ew method was 



chosen because of its success in other studies revealing the teachers' perceptions (Garnett & 

Tobin, 1985; Johnson &k Pugach, 1990; Scruggs & Mastropien. 1994; Seules & Kudeki, 1987; 

Strange Sr Bol, 1996; Tobin & Fraser, 19873). 

The interviews were held with individual teachers, in the teachers' offices or their labs, 

which were genenlly free from distractions and noises. There was an initial interview to find out 

the hackgpund of!he pai?icipants and fcr !hem IQ discuss thek Lnstmcticn-I rnethcds. Followicg 

classroom observation there was an infornial i n t e ~ e w  discussing the instructional methods 

observed and investigating why the teachers chose to employ those methods. Al1 interviews were 

audio-taped io ensure reliability in the data collection and analysis, and to allow verbatim 

transcription. Once the interviews were transcribed, participants were provided with a copy for 

participant conobontion of the data. which strengthened the intemal validity of the research. The 

thesis includes verbatim ûccounts of conversations with the participants augmenting the 

tnistworthiness of t hr researc h. since reports are genenlly more credible if the participants' 

words are used (LeCompte Sr Preissle, 1993). 

Classroom Observations and Field Notes 

In addition to intervierving participants individually, 1 observed three 76 minute periods 

(lessons) of each of my participantsw classes to view methods and how the students reacted to 

these methods emp loyed. S ince observations were conducted in natuml settings (the teachers' 

classrooms) the observations reflected the participants' exprience more accurately than a 

çontrived setting (LeCompte & Preissle. 1993). Some of the studies that use classroom 

observations and field notes in their data collection on teacher practices are: Lazarowitz, Hertz, 

Baird, and Bowlden ( 1988); Nolet and Tindal ( 1994); Tobin, Espinet, Byrd, and Adams ( 1988); 

Tobin and Fraser ( 1987); and Treagust ( 199 1). 

By using classroom observations, a researcher can increase the richness of the data and 

increase the validity of the study by ensuring what teachers say they are doing matches what they 

are doing in the classroorn (Hacker & Rowe, 1993; LeCompte & Preissle, 1993). Hacker and 



Rowe ( 1993) concluded from their results of a 3-year longitudinal study of teachers in inclusive 

classes that what teachers say and what they do might be different. Teachers may m t  be 

cognisant of their teaching pmctices. thus it is advisable to observe teachers as well as to 

interview them. 

The observations took place in the teachers' classrooms and were audio-taped, I viewed 

the tetichcr practices. sttident hehavinur, and classrnnm climate. In addition to audic-taping 

interviews and obsetvations, 1 made extensive field notes during and after each session. Once the 

interviews and observations were transcribed 1 gave the participants 3 copy and 1 conducted a 

member check to veri@ that rny notes and transcriptions accuntely reflected the participants' 

practices (LKompte 10t Preissle. 1993; Miles (Sr Huberman, 1984). Discrepancies became part of 

the data of the study (Hacker cPr Rowe. 1993). 

This technique of using observations and interviewing presented a more comprehensive 

view of the data collrctttd. By using multipk sources of data and multiple ways to collect data 

researchers decrease the possibility that a phenornenon may have occurred once because of 

specific circumstances (Patton, 1 990). 

Data andysis 

Inductive analysis was used to examine the patterns in the interviews and observations. 

M i l e  tnnscribing the interviews, 1 began analyzing the &ta colIected from each teacher. The 

first step was to examine the verbatim tnnscripts of the interviews and ciassroom observations 

after each one was complete. At that time researcher field notes were also examined to identi- 

possible themes prevalent throughout the classes and interviews. The next step was to group 

similar statements made by cach teacher, showing patterns and categories that emerged from the 

data, emic categories (McMillan & Schumacher, 1997, p- 501). By examining the data for 

repeated terms, concepts, and metaphors I identified the emic categories of each teacher's 

transcrïpts of interviews and observations. One way to look at the teachers' way of thinking is to 

examine their use of metaphor in their speech (Munby, 1986; Munby, 1987). By grouping similar 



metaphors I was able to discover the teachers' thinking in their choice of instructional methods 

frorn the perspective of the teacher. 

Beginning with Ellen. 1 started coding each line of the responses but as categones 

emerged. 1 wrote those on a new page and the lines from the interview that represented that 

category. For example, 1 coded how Ellen refers to students. "They're vecy intelligent but they 

harc ;orne moior ski11 Uifficüftics" ( I E ! 5) ,  .'I jus: aZûw tbsm, ;lie ha miinth or 50 it's just 

clicked, great rapport, we Iaugh we have Fun." (-1ElO). 1 also had a code for teaching 

characteristics such as tlnibility, "Today we didn't get into the last 20 minutes that I had planned 

so, I'm tlexible that way" ( 1  E 13). or Iikes to work with individual students, "And so 1 am more 

than willing to make exceptions and to help one-on-one and thût's what I'd prefer to do" (2E12). 

So how Ellen refrrs to students and teaching chûncteristics were two of the nineteen categories 

that were formed from her data. 

I thrn followed the same procedure for Lym and Gary. Sixteen categories ernerged from 

Lynn's data and twctlvr from Gary's. Many catcgones had subcategories. for example. within the 

category. teaching chancteristics. for Ellcn thcre were right sukategories: tlexible. likes to 

work with individual studcnts. organised. evaluates self. likes to teach as likes to l em.  student 

interest. student responsibility. and clrar expectation Tor self. Far Lynn there were nine sub- 

categories: be "'ultra-prepared." "particular." will not "'tolenre much chatting*' students are there 

to lem, wants to l e m .  relationship with students, ciear expectations for self, clear expectations 

for students. and student responsibility. The same category for Gary had five subcategories; likes 

to teach to his mm strengths and interests, likes to teach what "kids would relate to," likes to 

work with individual students. clear expectations for self, and clear expectations for students. Of 

the emic categories for ail teachers. seven were common: refen to students, teaching 

characteristics, classroom management, inclusive strategies. planning/workload, factors important 

for student success, and hstrations. Thou& the categories were the sarne, as with teaching 

chancteristics the sub-categones may differ. 



The next step was to develop themes from these identified categories that would identiQ 

instructional methods that had been successfül for each teacher and why the teachers believed 

these methods to be successful. Once the data from each teacher was analyzed, 1 looked at similar 

patterns across participants to see if there were any cornmonalties between the teachers in the 

study. As previously mentioned in this section, there were seven categories cornmon to the 

~LULL~CE. -- -L I sas i r i i ~ r ~ ~ i ~ i i  in i h ~  cvnimvn ciîtegùriès but d s u  d l a i  Jifkrèntiatd cadi tcüclier si> 

that various pictures o f  successful inclusive secondary science teachers could be drawn. Once this 

was complrted. 1 retumed to the Iitenture to see if there was any overlûp behveen the categories. 

Throughout the collection of data. I checked rny results with my participants to assure 

validity (McMillan & Schumacher. 1997). This gave me an opportunity to ensure my 

interpretation of the results retlected the teachers' pnctices and also gave the participants an 

opportunity to question rny interpretations. Discrepancies are also reported. 

Sumrnrtry 

This chapter outlinrd the mrthodology 1 cmployrd For my resrarch including the 

ntionale for choosing a qualitative study. I used a nomination process ro select three teachcrs 

who would providr rich sources of information on the pnctices ofexemplary inclusive secondaq 

science teachen. I then collected data from these teachers through both interviews and 

observations of their class teaching. 1 audio-taped al1 data for transcription to ensure verbatirn 

accounts of the teachers' pnctices. The method of  data analysis using categories and themes is 

next outlined. In the next chapter, 1 discuss the genenl characteristics of my three participants 

teaching practices and the major themes that ernerged from the interviews and observations of 

each teacher. 



CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS OF DATA ANALYSIS 

Introduction 

Meadow Secondary school is located in an urban community in Ontario and offers gndes 

9 through to OAC. There are approximately 650 teenage students, and about 200 adult students 

participating in a variety of prognms offered through the school. The school has strong ESL and 

strong inclusive prognms, therefore the student population is diverse. The school operates on a 

semestered system with students taking four courses per semester for a total of eight courses per 

year. Teachers instnict three of four 76-minute periods a day plus 1 10 minutes pcr week for on- 

calls. The school day is from 3:29 a.m. to 240 p.m. but the tuchers in my study generally rirrived 

at the school riround 7:30 a.m. and stayed until 4:00 p.m. or later. This research is based on 

interviews and obsen;ations of three inclusive secondary science texhers over ct period of four 

months from October 1999 to January 2000. The cIrisses observcd were a Gmde 9 Academic 

Science clriss, a Grade 9 Applied Science class. a Grade 10 Geneml Science class, and a Grade 10 

Advûnced Science class. This chapter discusses the genenl pattern of the teaching that 1 observed 

and the emic themes that emerged from the observations and interviews of Ellen. L-vnn and Gary. 

Ellen 

In t his section 1 discuss tirst the senen1 pattern of Ellen's teaching that I saw during the 

three classes that 1 observed, 1 then discuss the themes that emerged from Ellen's data. 

Introduction to EIlen 

Previous research has show that years of expenence was a criterion for exemplary 

teaching so 1 initially did not plan to include EIlen because she had onIy 2 years of teaching 

experience. Yet her enthusiasm and her desire to leam and improve her pnctice in addition to her 

recommendation made me change rny mind- EIIen was teaching only Grade 9 classes during my 

research and, as 1 discussed in chapter 3, the implementation of the new Grade 9 cumcuhm was 



problematic. According to the teachers, they were given insufficient time to prepare and rules 

were being changed as the courses progressed. The Ontario Ministry of Education's new report 

card was released during the time of my research, new assessrnent pnctices were being adopted, 

and new topics were being introducrd into the cumculum. These changes put considerable 

amounts of stress on al1 teachers especially those with less expenence. Ellen was making a valiant 

effort to juggle 311 of these = e x  pnbicms xi;h thc iniplcmcn~aiion uf  ;lie curricuiuiii üiid the 3 i 

students in her class. Although ElIen wm not infmned by the school of any student's formal 

identification when this research was conducted, either the students or the parents of at least three 

students in her Academic Science class had informed her that thsy had communication leaniing 

disabilities. During our initial hour-long interview in October. EIlen and I rirnnged a time for me  

to 0bsen.e her Grade 9 Academic Science class. We d s o  arrangeci for a 45-minute to one-hour 

interview to follow that clriss. Since the c tass 1 obsened wris EIlen's last class for the day. our 

follow-up interview was immediately rifter the class. At each interview we arrangeci Our next 

observation and follow-up interview. 1 pave Ellen the tnnscribed interviews and observations at 

the following inteniew. 1 obsemed two classes on a hlonday and because of scheduling 

difficulties my last observation and fourth interview were on a Wednesday. 1 then in fomd Ellen 

1 would be returning for the tlnal interview at'ter al1 of her data hûd been andysed. 

Ellen's labontory. where her classes were also conducted. consisted of 12 double 

benches and 4 long benches in the back of the class. Most of the students sat at the front benches 

with two to a bench, three students sat in desks by the window. and four students sat separately at 

the back four long benches. 

Ellen's Teaching 

The Grade 9 Academic class was during the fourth penod. following lunch everyday. 

When the bel1 rang many of the students were aIready in the classroorn as Ellen generally kept the 

lab open for students during the lunch hour. Ellen had a "mind bendef' for the day on the board, 

and wrote the agenda on the board, While students settled into their seats the classroorn was quite 



noisy and ElIen often had to tell the students to quieten down. She would say "I'm waiting" and if 

they were still noisy then, "I'm timing," meaning she was deducting the time that she had to wait 

from their "fiin" time on Fridays. In the three classes 1 observed. classes began with a mind 

bender for the day, for example. "look u leap" or, "On the table is ri carton containing 6 rggs. If 

six people each take an egg, how can it be that one egg is Ieft in the carton?" She would 3sk one 

stxdent tu r23d it atft :hm ashcd stüdcrita tu raise ; k i r  hiincfa aiid tricd iu criil oii urle sluclciit at s 

time to suggest solutions. Otten however, many students would cal1 out the answers and Ellen 

had to wait for the class to be quiet again to continue. Once a suitable solution was reached she 

moved on to a brief teacherdirected review of the previous day's concepts and how those 

concepts fit with the new matenal. ELlen requested that students nise their hands to respond. 

Several students did mise their hands but many students responded without nising theit hands. 

Ellen again waited until students were relatively quiet. 

EIIen then began the new information with either si tericher-led lesson or an rictivity. 

When Ellen gave notes she would first ask students what they already knew about the new 

concept (which would often not be new to d i  studrnts), they wouId discuss it and then she used 

an overhead projector and wrote the notes during the clriss. Shtt would wnte some notes, read 

them, then walk around checking the students' work. When the majority of notes were written, 

Ellen wouid add more to the overhead and proceed in this fashion until a11 notes were given. ElIen 

would often then have an activity for students to complete in either pairs or  small gmups. They 

were supposed to work in the painngs that Ellen had deiiberately ananged. but oflen the students 

would move to pair up with someone other than their assigned Iab bench partner. 

Sometimes the activity would be preceded by a dernonstration but clear instnictions were 

aiways given both verbaIIy and witten. While the activity was proceeding, ElIen moved around 

the class, asked individual snidents questions, and checked students' work. When the aIIotted 

time was up, ElIen asked students to focus their attention on her. This generally took many 

attempts, and Ellen oflen had to wait several minutes before students stopped t a h g .  She then 



Ied a discussion on the activity, there were several main students that Ellen called on to answer 

her questions but she did at times cal1 on other students who did not oAen offer answers. If the 

activity had not been completed, then the students had to complete it for hornework. Often Ellen 

coIlected these assignrnents and sometimes assigned a grade. Before students kfl. Ellen wrote the 

homework on the board and any assi-gnments or  lab writeups that were due, and askcd students 

to ?i.+te the information in their &i!g ylumcr. Abcut six studmts xtud!;. xr3tc thc intomution 

down, some seemed to look for their plamer, while others put nway their books and prepared to 

leave. Ellen called for the snidents' attention wanting them to sit quietly before she would dismiss 

thern. Many students cornplicd but sevenl of the students kept talking. When the clûss was 

genenlfy quiet the students were dismissed. 

Ellen had difficulty con troll in^ her class and spent much of her rime on class 

management, Though some of this may be attributed to EIlen's easy-going manner and fiiendly 

disposition. and some may be due to her lack of experience. some must d s o  be rittributed to the 

group of students. Ellen assured me not al1 of her classes were the same. and dl of the texhers in 

my study said that the G n d e  9's were ii particularly energetic group that year. 

Ellen's Themes 

The themes that emerged from rny obsemations and interviews with Ellen wsre: ( a )  

teaching characteristics, (b) factors important in deciding what and how to teach. (c) classroom 

environment, (d) chssroorn management. and (e) stntegies in inclusive classes. 

Ellen characterises her teachin~. 1 decided to look at the chanctenstics o f  each of the 

teachen in rny study to see if there were any common teaching characteristics among exemplary 

secondary inclusive science teachers. Ellen thought of henelf as flexible: "Today we didn't get 

into the last 20 minutes that 1 had planned so, I'm flexible that way" ( 1 E13). She preferred to 

work with individual students, "And so 1 am more than willing to make exceptions and to help 

one-on-one and that's what I'd prefer to do" (2E 12). Ellen liked working with individuals to be 

able to assess how each student was progressing and to ensure individual understanding. 



You know waiking uouad aflenvards, which is why 1 would like to have more 

time, have more assignment time because walking aramd like that and having 

people asking questions and seeing whether or not it clicks. 1 mean. that's a rra1 

indication there. So, 1 think it's important to have that time in the classroom. 

Because then that is really individual .... So, walking around and getting 

individual assessrnent ir the best f ~ r  me. (33) 

In addition to assessing how students were progressing Ellen preferred to work with individuals 

or small groups also to ascertain how individuals lemed: "1 really like that [small goup  CCP 

opentive work] because then 1 c m  get around and see how different students are Iearning.. ." 

( 1 E 17). Ellen also Iiked to be very organised as she felt it helped her teaching: 

1 always like to know exactly where 1 am going a week ahead of time and then 

plan when 1 get to that day, and say okay this is what we didn't get done, and this 

is what didn't work. and this is why 1 am _roing to change this and ihrit's how my 

planning.. . . ( 1 E 1 3) 

In addition, Ellen liked to teach as she Iiked to Ieam, "Just persona1 experîence. 1 don't 

like to be talked at and Iectured and 1 want to learn and explore rnyself' (2E23). Further. Ellen 

felt that students must take some responsibility for their learning: 

Now 1 might see it in the classroom and then ïll go and try to set up a time with 

them, but ultimately it's up to them to take that first step, t h e  initiative .... 

Because I think it's a good quality to have. ( 1 E 17) 

Ellen had clear expectations for her students, an example of how clear her expectations 

were follows: 

And they have a sheet, instructions for witing forma1 lab reports and it tells 

exactly what is expected for the purpose, hypothesis and what it is and we've 

b e n  through it in the introductory unit. We discussed the scientific method. They 



also have a Iab-marking scheme, a rubric that is going to be the same rubric al1 

year ... So the expectation is right there. (2E14) 

Finally, it was important to Ellen to make the material both interesting and relevant ta students. 

Weil. 1 explain to them that it's not just [in] science that you are going to see this 

for one thing. If you go to study psychoiogy or sociology, arts or science, when 

y w  do recearct? !hereVs 2 methoc! thut ;.oz fu! Io~.  !t kccps c*;cqhing in 

sequence, it heIps you understand what you are learning about, it encourages 

coming to class prepared and keeping organised. So, there's a bunch of social 

aspects to it as well. And you can encounter it in any day in your lik. in ri 

workplace. (2E 14) 

". . .I do it that way because they seem to enjoy thrit" (2E5). Ellen's teaching characteristics 

including releviince and interest of material, and student expectations atTected the strategies Ellen 

chose to use to texh. 

Deciding what and how ElIen would teach. The topics other teachers chose. the 

curriculum. the tirne avriilable. and what Ellen Mt w3s relevant to students had an impact on the 

topics Ellen decided to teach. *'I asked the chernistry teacher. sincc we rire now Joing chemistry. 

did you do this? And whatever he is doing, 1 know it's pretty pertinent" (2E27). 

It is expected in the cumculum and I've talked with other teachers at other 

schooIs and that's what they're expecting of their students. It's always usefd to 

know when they get to Gnde 1 1  chemistry or anything else, to know the most 

common elements that you're going to need in everyday life. (3E 13) 

Ellen aIso took time and student ability into considention when choosing topics: 

Okay, when I'm doing my Iessons plans, yes time is a factor because 1 have the 

quarters [the semester is divided into four quarters to teach the four units in that 

course], 1 need to be able to get dl the matenal completed in that time. .Aîso, for 

example today, 1 thought that the matenal was too difficult out of their teabook 



so 1 had to go to another source and find more related questions. So, taking into 

account where I think the students are in their Iearning and what kind of 

questions they can handle. So that, 1 take into considerat~on. (3E 12) 

How Ellen taught was intluznced by her teaching characteristics already discussed. She 

chose "activity based" (3E 12) matenal and activity suggestions that were included in the textbook 

tn enhance <tudents' leaming hecaure rhe preferred hmds-m xrivities. "We!l ~zhen the;, corne 

up in the textbook, that's one thing, honestly. Hopefully, you have a nice textbook that has these 

activities and stuff that you can use" (4E4). 

Ellen would have liked to try many strategies with her classes but felt she did not have 

enough time. She frequently discussed tirne as a regulator and also as a limitation. In our second 

interview Ellen said. "There wasn't enough tirne for the rictivity base" (ZE 15). Xlso during the 

second class that 1 obsrrved Ellen said "Folks if you stop talking wç c m  p t  this done a lot 

quickei- (Field notes of Obsewation 2). Ellen would have liked to use an individual informa1 

assessment but again, she felt tirne did not allow it: 

I think the biggest thing if we're not talking about formal assessment. the bigpst 

thing is seeing them on an individuai basis and 1 would probably like having 

more conferences with them and stuff. but time just doesn't allow it. (3E 1 O) 

Ellen said she would have liked to use more srna11 group ceoperative work but Selt that 

students did not use the time wisely whrn involved in this type of activity. Therefore. she 

restricted how often she used those activities. There is a tension between how she would like to 

teach and how she does teach. 

1 really like that [mal1 group cwperative work] because then 1 can get around 

and see how different students are Ieamhg but, with the noise level and what 

with [themj abusing that t h e  I fmd I have to take some of tbat away sometimes. 

(1E17) 

Classroom manarrement. EIlen felt that the classrmm environment was important to 



leaming "I'm not discouraging that [students' taking], but it needs to be an environment that 

everybody can work successfdly" (2E25). However. she also felt that because she was new to the 

profession that she might lack the resource base to provide an environment conducive to al1 

students' leaming. When asked what worked best for her particuiar classes, she replied. "1 

haven't learned yet. I don't know" (2E22). Ellen also felt she needed more classroom 

management techniques. "Your question, the hest techniques, 1 don't knnw right nnw, rnithfiilly 1 

aeed more techniques" (2E23). The environment in her class influenced the strategies Ellen 

would try. Because she felt students were wasting their tirne during small ceoperative group 

work, Ellen limited their use even though she said that using cwperative groups was one of her 

preferred methods of teaching. 

Classroom management took up a lot of Ellen's time and energy: ". . . half of that time in a 

classroom is putting out tiresT' ( 1 E 16). Ellen felt that she and the students would accomplish more 

content and would have a better reiationship if shr did not have to contend with discipline: 

Yes. because 1 could teach so much more etTectiveIy and 1 could exphin things 

better and i f .  .. But if 1 wasn't waiting for them for 7 minutes out of every class 

then i think we could have a better relationship, and a more open relationship. 

I'rn not talking about friends obviously, but more cwpentive leaming, more 

bouncing things off of each other. 1 think 1 would be a lot more successtiil and 

their marks would be a lot more successful as well, and their understanding, and 

their comprehension of the material. (2E24) 

EIlen used various foms of classroom management fiom trying to focus student? attention to 

speaking to parents. Frequently throughout her lessons EIlen would use phrases to get the 

students to focus on her, for example. "looking at me please," "al1 eyes on me please," or "Okay 

c m  1 have your attention please, up here." She also felt that trying to focus students took tirne 

away fiom students who wanted to learn: "So how can 1 sit or help an individud who's having 

genuine difficulty when I'm asking these people over here (motions with hand) to sit d o m  and 



focus and do their work, That's a huge fnistration" ( 1 E 16). 

EIlen had tried sevenl  seating arrangements of  students to see if that would decrease time 

spent on classroom management. "1 moved hirn in front of the clrtss last week, they hûd gotten a 

new seating plan" (2EI 1). She said that sometimes she would change the activity to note taking. 

If they're [the students] tafking too much, then 1'11 just Say, "okay fine you can't 

do this work ri&t now. You're not getting anything done so we're going tn do a 

note". Because that keeps them relatively quiet and at least they are getting 

sornething into their notebook and if they're not learning from their activity 

anyways then they may as well be doing something constructive so that they 

bave something there to look at and to study from. (2E23) 

h d  for some students E k n  w o d d  involve the parents to see if they could hclp, for 

example, "Yes, it's students like him where 1 am at a loss. Tve communicated with his dad a fair 

bit" ( 2  E 1 2). 

Stntegies for inclusive classes. Eiten consciously used strategies that would benefit al1 

students in her classes, this is how she believed she made her classroom inclusive. However, 

EIlen limited the strategies she used because classroorn management consumed so much of her 

time and energy. One of her approaches was to str;itegicrilly partner students or put students in 

small groups: 

... the way I sirnply pair people up in the classroom, at the Iab benches because 

they al1 work in pairs. Or the way I group people for srnaIl group Iearning and 1 

put weaker students with stronger students so that the stronger students can help 

them out and give them some more understanding of the mitenal. ( 1 E 12) 

A second stntegy was to  assign group projects and to assign students to each group: 

And my explmation this moniing was: "I am trying to make it more of a real Iife 

situation; they're never going to get away from not working with others. So, 

it's al1 about co-apemtion and participation and getting along with their peers and 



aIso 1 mean these are big projects, some of thern, l've given hem and in my 

opinion it's a lot of work for one person to do. So, if they c m  divvy up the work 

they have the opportunity to share ideas and corne together and bounce ideas off 

each other and two or three minds are better than one". (3ES) 

To increase productivity and accountability of groups Ellen had students conduct peer 

exduutions: 

If there happens to be a group rnember who is slacking off, they do a peer 

evaluation of each other. it's kept confidential. It works realIy well especially if 

there are 3 people in the group or more because you c m  take a look. Are the 

numbers compatible? (3E3) 

She used many strategies to riccommodate individual differences, for example, the use of 

different modalities to teach (e.g., observation 2) ,  the use of material to suit student ability (cg., 

3ES; 3E12; 4E7), the use of an alternate environment for some students when required (e.g., 

3E13), and the use of different expectations for different students (e-g.. 4E6). Ellen would also 

write her notes more sIowIy to accomrnodrite most students in her class (e-g., 3E14; 3E15). 

Ellen preferred her lessons to be activity-based including labs: "Aiso. supporting the 

work with activity-based stuff and the labs and what not" (3E 12). She also preferred to make her 

lessons hands-on if time and experience alIowed for it: "In rny case. 1 mean if 1 could make it ail 

hands-on, 1 think 1 woulci" (4E4). She preferred hands-on because she felt that students with 

learning disabilities Iearnt better that way: "Because studies show that these kinds of students are 

more tactiIe and they're thinking from one side of the brain as opposed to the other side and the 

learning style is different" (4E4). An example of a hands-on activity used by Ellen was students 

had to map the phases of the rnoon using models and a flashlight. Small groups of students 

worked together to discover the position of the earth, the sun, and the moon, and draw the lunar 

phases as they saw it with their models. 



Though ElIen felt she could not make al1 of her classes hands-on: "But sometimes, time 

and resources [and] being as inexpenenced as I am, just doesn't allow me. 1 don? have the 

resource base to do that right now without spending 24 hours a day"(4E4) she did use several 

types of activities throughout her lessons. One type of activity that Ellen did in her lessons was 

worksheets: 

If 1 bac ~ o m c ~ g  thzt i;ül htllp ciplain i:. ùr if : h m  is sùnîetliing tes 

complement it or support it then if it's a difficult concept and it's in the 

cumculum and 1 know I am supposed to be teaching it welI then 1 will Look for 

something that's going to, or 1'11 make ri worksheet or 1'11 look for easier 

wording. (4E7) 

Another activity was demonstntions and to get the students ''up and moving' when possible: "1 

thought that getting them up to the front to demonstrate the electron thing and..getting them up 

and moving" (3E7). A further activity wris questions and rinswers and whole class discussions. 

Ellen oRen reviewed and introduced matenal in this manner. One form of question and answer 

activity she used was a Jeopardy game used for review purposes. 

In addition to using activities. when students asked Ellen questions she would try to 

prompt students to discover the answer instead of just giving the rinswers: 

By not giving them [the snidentsj the answer rvery time they ask. Directing them 

and pointing them, or 1 prompted them with that fint question and then they 

reaiised that that [the answer] was terrificalIy easy, I should have got that myself. 

But by doing that they were able to get the tougher d e s  [niles for narning 

chernical compounds]. The tougher questions that the pattern may not have been 

as obvious. (2E23) 

Ellen felt tbat when students determined the answer for themselves that they would have a sense 

of accornpIishment and would also dernonstrate a better understanding of the concept. 



Summary 

In sumrnary, Ellen was flexible and liked working with individuais. She had clear 

expectations for her students and liked making the material interesting and relevant. Ellen 

stmctured her lessons so that she followed a routine and started her lessons with a mind bender to 

grab students' attention. She tried to use activity-based lessons and inclusive practices. ElIen 

thought that a rupprtive clarcrrnn e n v h m e n t  w x  imp~rt.aF.t !o !ezmiog !x~, becmse of 

cIassroom management difficulties and a lack of resources, she had difficulties attaining this. The 

factors important in deciding what and how Ellen taught were: the topics other teachers chose, the 

cuniculum, the time, student ability and what she thought was relevant, interesting material. She 

then tau& those chosen topics using a variety of stntegies. for example. stntegic pairings and 

groupings, demonstntions, discussions. questioning and wurksheets. 

Lynn 

In this section I discuss first the genenl pattern of Lynn's teaching that 1 saw during the 

thee classes that 1 observed. 1 then discuss the themes that emerged tiom Lym's data. 

Introduction to L m  

This was Lynn's seventh year tenching math and science. Over the yeitrs she has been 

teaching, her dasses have included a wide variety of students; thus inclusion was not a new 

concept to L - m .  During our initial interview in November. Lynn md 1 arranged a convenient 

time to observe her Advanced Gnde 10 science class and to conduct a follow-up interview. 

Lynn's Gnde 10 ciass occurred d u ~ g  the second period so I returned after school on the same 

day to conduct the follow-up interviews. One follow-up interview \vas rescheduied for the next 

day because of an in-service presentation on the new curricuIum. At each follow-up interview the 

preceding interview transcripts were discussed for clarity. At the last foIlow-up interview 1 

informed Lynn that I would cal1 to schedule our finai interview when her data was analysed. As 

with Ellen al1 interviews were fiom 45 minutes to one hour. 



Lynn also taught in a lab. Her lab was large with 30 single desks in fiont with a 

blackboard at the front and on the lefl side. Behind the 30 desks were six long lab benches. In 

front of the benches was Lynn's office. There were no other science labs in this wing of the 

school. On the back of the door Lynn had a large sign with a11 important dates written on it (e.g., 

when assignments and Iab write-ups were due, when tests were schedukd). On the board to the 

le!? of lhr r h s s  tkerc zere scmc chdlezgc quc;:ions, aiid somc sciciice wcbsites. 

L m ' s  Teaching 

The students started enterhg the classroom a couple of minutes before the bel1 went. 

Lynn was at the front of the class writing out the agenda in the corner of the front board. The bel1 

went and Lynn waited for al1 students to sit at their desks. Students canie in and sat d o m  and 

took out their books, there was some chatting as students entered. Atter another couple of minutes 

Lynn asked for everyone's attention, she said the name of those students who were not 

immediately q u i e ~ s u a l l y  only one or two-and then the class was quiet. Lynn started her 

classes with an overview of what they were doing that day and where that fit into their unit. She 

then asked if there were any questions about their homework and discussed those if there were 

any, ofien asking students to answer any questions. During some classes she then asked a student 

to go to the front of the classroom to give their "what's in the news" presentation. 

Lynn's class was made up of two groups of students; al1 students were taking advanced 

science but some of those students were also doing an enriched program. Though these students 

were following the same cumculum. the enriched students were to be provided with more of a 

challenge. One way Lynn accomplished this was to have these students present something of 

interest to them on a current event happening in science. These presentations were called 'Mat 's  

in the news." During one of my observations a student presented information on meteorite 

showers and informed the class that one would be happening within the next Fe~v days. ï h e  

student led a bnef discussion with the cIass and answered any questions. 



Once the presenter sat down, Lynn started the class by reviewing their material and then 

began the new material; she did this by a teacher led discussion. This class participated well with 

many students asking and answering questions. Lynn would comment on answers and sometimes 

expanded or asked the student to expand but, in genenl, the students answered as well as asked 

the questions. ïhe enriched students overall tried to dominate the discussion but Lynn called on 

al! smdcnts md xûuld inirulve students wiiboui ilieu han& r a i d .  Lyriii Toud tiiis uiie uf iizr 

challenges; to keep the enriched students challenged and involved without losing the interest of 

the rest of her cfass. She had 30 students in this class and the numbers were about equal for 

enric hed and advanced. 

ARer the discussion Lynn asked students to take out some paper to write a note and 

would draw the note out of students by asking questions and would either write on the board or an 

overherid what the students were saying. The discussion might be prornpted by a demonstntion 

and then students had to explain their observations. Dunng demonstntions the class was very 

quiet and usually one student was speaking at ri time. Occasionally more than one staïted talking 

but Lynn quickly stopped this and asked one to continue at a time. 

One day L y m  then had a video and passed out a worksheet for students to complete 

while the video was playing. hother day she had planned a lab so rifler explaining the 

instructions in detail, and showing them how to correctly set up the equiprnent and where al1 the 

necessary equipment was located, she told students to move to the back part of the classroorn and 

work in groups. Students quickly moved to the six long lab benches and began setting up their 

equipment. 1 asked Lynn if they were assigned groups and she replied oniy if the groups they 

forrned themselves were not participating in the iab activity or were being nomproductive. The 

third day Lynn had a page of word problems. While students were completing the pIanned 

activity Lynn circuIated around the room asking and answering questions though she often would 

just keep prompting until the *dents would answer their ovm questions, and she would check 



the students' work for thrir understanding of the matenal. After the lab or activity was completed 

Lynn then got everyone's attention and al1 students retunied to their seats. 

In the tint two classes, Lynn then wertt over the results with the cIass in a teacher-led 

discussion, and made sure students were clear on their homework. The third class Lynn led 

students through a few examples of their problems but students actually suggested possible 

msihods filr s l v i n g  the pr~blsms. Al1 iinwèrs wère acceptèd but èventualty the k t  iuiswer 

would corne out and Lynn would write it on the board. Students were asked to complete whatever 

they had not finished at home. 

Lynn was always in control of her class; she never had to speak more than twice to any 

of the students. but al1 the students did participate in the class. She had created a supportive 

environment for the studrnts and hûd a positive relationship. The studenis seemed to respect her 

but wrre not afnid to try out thrir answen. Once the homework had been assigned and the bel1 

rang, students were dismissed. 

Lvnn's Themes 

The themes that emerged fiom my interviews and observations with Lynne were: 

(a) teaching characteristics, (b) factors important in deciding what and how to teach, ( c )  

classroom management, (d) view of successful teaching, (e) strategies in inclusive classes. and 

(f) feelings about teaching. 

Lvnn chuacterises her teachine The importance of control to Lynn is evident through the 

number of tirnes she discusses it ( I  Ll3; lL23: 2L8: 3 U ;  3L4; JL7; 4L9). For example, "1 would 

g v e  them a little more freedom in this class. .... 1 don't have to have as strict control as 1 do with 
C 

the Gnde 9 class" (3LJ). Or, "in order to teach effectively in your new classes you have to have 

control of your class. You are not going to get anywhere if you donTt have contrd and have 

respect from the very begbhg"  (4L9). 

Along with having to be in control of her cIasses L y m  wouId not ''tolerate much 



chatting": "1 am pretty uptight about asking kids to be quiet and 1 don't tolente much chatting 

when I'm chatting, so 1 try to address it nght away" (2L7). 

Lynn aIso liked to be "ultra-prepared" when she taught so that she klt corn fortable and so 

that in her view the classes would run more smoothly: 

Even in the Grade 10 science although stnightfonvard, the concepts have to be 

r;iczeri thcrcug!!!:;, yourscff. so :hat [pu] rn&c a r c  thcfrc curercd prvperly 

and you haven't forgotten something. You've done your homework. You've 

done the kids' homework. You know the questions, you anticipate the questions 

that are going to be asked, Now you can't aiways anticipate everything but 

certainly .... That's the only way that 1 téel cornfortable getting in front of the 

class is when I am ultra-preprired. ( 1 L 19) 

And: 

i'm someone, 1 Iike to be thoroughly planned. The better planned you are then 

the smoother it is going to go and the more fun you can make it, the more 

srnoother it's going to go. So. the more time you have to sort of get dl that 

together the better off everybody is. (4L-l) 

in addition to wanting to be in control of her classes and being prepared, Lynn had clear 

expectations for herseif and for her students. L ynn bel ieved her rote was one of support but thût 

students must be willing to ask for that support (SL8). Along with support Lynn believed her role 

was to provide an atmosphere, where al1 students could be successful and be cornfortable. and to 

encourage enthusiasm for science (4L6; 4L7; SLS). 

I want everybody to be successfd and 1 try to remind them of that. T h ' s  my 

role here, I wiI1 do everythmg that 1 can do to make you a successhl student . .. 1 

want to give them enthusiasm for science. .. 1 want my students to enjoy it.. .So, a 

teacher can make a big difference, 1 think, in what you perceive [the snidents] to 



be good at or iün or whatever. I don't want to tum anybody off that's for sure. 

( 4 W  

Lynn's expectations for her students were clear and, she let students know what her 

expectations were and the consequences if they were not followed ( 1 L 19; 1 L23; Field note of 

Observation 1: ZL9; 2L 12; 2L 14; 2L15: Field note of Observation 2; Field note of Observation 3; 

4L?; K g ) .  "!?Ig!!! frcm the hegiming the:: [studcnts] t h  *est arc my cxpcc:ations ..." 

( 1  Li9) .  

1 tell them on day one that we're here to lem and when 1 assign work in class 1 

expect you to do it. And you know I do it in a very serious way. I am not looking 

to be liked on the tkst day or even the t i n t  month. I'm serious about this, 1 am 

here to help you be successfùl and you will do the work in class and if you do not 

do the work in class or. in class primririly. 1 will End an alternative setting for 

you to do the work. And then 1 follow up on that. (2L15) 

Lynn had founci a Jifference over the years of her teaching in her ability to set clear expectations 

for students and the importance of srtting the expectations very early: 

thci 1 have noticed a difirence over the years as well. This is my seventh year 

teaching and I've noticed that I'm rnuch better at rnaking dear my expectations 

and, you know, because I've made mistakes basically. 1 have not set expectations 

well, I've not followed through on things well and I've seen the consequences. 

Kids start, they take advantage and they realise that they don't really have to do 

the work as assigned because thcre isn't follow through, so..,, I've learned, the 

hard way. (2L 15) 

Lynn also believed in teaching her students more thm academics, she beIieved in teachuig 

holistically and working with an individual student's strengths and weaknesses whatever they 

may be. 



bfostly with him, 1 think it's social things that we shouId be working on. I mean 

he's veiy antisocial, he doesn't work well with people. And so, partly by insisting 

that he CO-opente with his lab partner, it's more than just getting data d o m  and 

understanding the lab. He understands the lab, just fine. I'm not womed about 

that but 1 am wonied about his level of ceoperation with his lab partner. 

it's the whole interaction, teamwork here ... So, he, 1 can't, 1 don? know how to 

motivate him very effectively. i'm mostly working on just trying to relate to him 

a little bit. Askiny about his novels. you know try to get a relationship there so 

when 1 go to do an activity. now he is not saying "that's stupid. I'm not doing 

that" hr's getting up and doing it and he's reading his novel in bdween readings. 

I've made some progress with him. But 1 am not womed about him academically 

i'm worried about him socially.. .. He's just not working to his potential. (3L6) 

Decidinr what and how Lvnn would teach. The curriculum. the trxtbook. Lynn's past 

teaching experiences. collaboration with other teachers. her corn fort Ievel with the class and the 

students' abilitics intluenced what topics L m  chose to teach and what stntegies she used. 

According to Lym. she relied on the textbook more whcn deciding what to teach and how to 

teach the new G n d e  9 Math course than she would a course she had previously taught: 

So. at this point. the first time through the cumculum, 1 am going through the 

textbook and looking at the concepts that need to be covered and 1 am trying to 

corne up with lessons that, mostly Socratic lessons probably at this point 

although 1 know we are to move away from that. But, rnaking mathall activity 

based, when you don? know where youTre going with the cumculum, is 

challenging. ( 1 L 19) 

Along with following the textbook Lynn also collabontes wvith mother teacher to plan her 

Iessons for the new corne: 



So, we're following the textbook, 1 say "we" because I rim teaching this course 

with another teacher. doing ri different section. but we are planning together. 

Planning a lesson, trying to make sure that 1 give ver). concrete examples rnoving 

to the abstract. 1 will chop a prriod up with usually a few mini-lessons and some 

seat work or  cgroup work based on what I have taught. ( 1 L 19) 

Student ahilit y alsn affect< how 1 -mn chnoses to tench: "Tt [the new Grade 9 cumciiiiim] 

is supposed to be more activity baseci, more group work but rny group is mt very fùnctional in 

the group work area. So I have found that I just have to abandon it because they are not 

productive" ( 1 L 19). Since her students do not work well in groups, Lynn does not often use that 

strategy. 

Lynn's pnor experience affecteci whrit and how she iriught: "Well, I've taught the course 

a few times so the prepantion is becorning easiei' ( 1 L 19). And because of her experience and her 

feeling thrit she crin better manage her classes she has more time to sprind on class rictivities 

( 1 L23; LL 15). As ri result Lynn could concentrate on creating a corn fortable environment for al1 

her students. The cornfort level anci rapport she had deveioped with her students riiso influenced 

what stntegies L y m  would use to teach ( 1 L9: 1 L 10: ZL8; 2L9: 4 1: 4L7). 

At the beginning of the year. and I felt a little fmstrated at times because 1 

couldn't get their attention. but 1 think you just develop a rapport with them. 

Some of it, I guess I am conscious of doing but 1 think some of it is you just get 

to know them and you develop stntegies. dmost without thinking about them. 

you know deaIing with different kids. I've managed to build a fairly positive 

rapport with them. They respond really well to instruction. 1 don? reaIly have 

any attitude problems in the class. They are just a v a t  bunch of kids. (3L2) 

CIassroom management. Classroom management was not a problem for Lynn, This may 

have been due to Lynn's determination to set clear expectations for the students and to follow 

through with them as  discussed in her teaching chmcteristics section. Lynn feIt that by setting 



the tone early in the semester, being consistent, reinforcing good behaviour, and foIIowing 

through when there is a classroom management issue. those issues very quickly came under 

controi (2L9; 2L14: 2L 15: Field notes of Observation 2; 3L 12; 4L3: 4L9). "1 find you have to be 

pretty strict at the begiminy and really follow through on things cause if you let stuff slide then 

they redise yau're going to let stuff siide. So, I'm very strict at the begiming" (2L15). 

"Gsr,en,!!y the class h s  impr~vec! 2nd ! !hhk !hzt is 3 g i n  h!!o~i..ing through on rny 

expectations" (2L9). 

When Lynn did have a classroom management problem. for example students taking, 

she said the students' names and then continued with the lesson. If the problem was an 

unproductive group or ri student behaving inappropriûtely, L ~ M  would talk to the students 

privately, either rifler class or in the C O ~ O ~  during the class. 

I mean there rire combinations that 3re sometimes not very positive rnd less 

productive. But if  that's the case f will ident i l  those and suggest. .. and pu11 

them aside and say: "this doesn't seem to be working. If it doesn't work we'll 

have to make ri different arrangement-.' 1 do step in and make those changes. And 

they're "no. no. no. we crin work together. we promise". So they know if they 

want to choose iheir partner then they have to be productive. (2L 12) 

"And so 1 went up to him quietly at the end just before getting the class' attention and addressed 

that with him" (3L6). 

When there has been a discipline problem or when a student or a group of students was 

being disruptive Lynn has sent students to the vice-principal (2LIS) and has also removed the 

students From the cIass until they could explain to L-yrm why they deserved to be retumed to the 

class: 

Oh right, he came with a ietter and I discussed with him whether he, he was one 

of the Grade 9 students in my class who 1 removed because he was so disruptive 

and 1 had told them, this group of kids that 1 removed, that they muld only go 



back in the class if they spoke to me and told me why they deserved to be in the 

regular class and he came with a letter. 1 said they could ivrite a letter or come 

and talk to me personaily. (-IL 1) 

Lynn has also involved the parents when she thought it might benrfit the student. This was to try 

to encounge some students or to reward othcn: "And I've made a few phone calls home, you 

kmw, fer ~t??de!?ts -?:ho stteim rd!;. mmotii.atcd or x!io arcii't 20iiIg ncl l . .  .. .hi I io 1" 515.1 

cal1 home for the kids who are doing really weIl as well" (219). 

L m ' s  view of successful teachine. h o t h e r  factor that cmerged as important to Lynn's 

choice of strategies was what she considered 3s success for herself and her students. For her 

teaching to be successtùl she thought it important !hat a11 students participate (ZL3: ZLJ) and that 

al1 students feIt successful: 

And to keep them feeling positive. that they can succeed ancl thrit my whole goaI 

is, my rolc as a tracher is to heLp t hem be successful. Hopcfuily I'm making them 

feel very positive about bring successtùl tiarly on. So I'm not saying if you don2 

do this work you're going tu Tail. blah. blah. But I'm saying if you do. do this 

work you're going to be successtùl al1 the tirne. :\nd so I really try ?CI reinforce 

ihat and encourage thrm to come for hclp and encourage thrm to get their work 

done and cd1 home when it's not. (2L9) 

Lynn also gauged her success as a teacher by the students' enthusiasm for science: 

"Secondly, a teacher who is able to instil some rnthusiasm for the subject. You know 1 really 

hope that 1 am pt t ing  across an rnthusiasm in genenl for science therefore they wil1 stick with 

science" (2L 10). 

Finally, Lynn felt herself successfU1 as a teacher if her students achieved their individual 

potentiai: 

Weil, let's see, it seems to be measured by the mark they get. First of all, being 

successfùl in a course in other words passing. But for different students success is 



really quite different, for some students 1 find, weIl maybe it's teacher success, 1 

Fid  it successful if 1 get them to Iifl their head off the desk and answsr a question 

or two. So, it's ail relative. But, certainly a successiùl student is someone who 

learns something. 1 mean why are we here'! Someone who leams some science 

and someone who gains maybe some cnthusiasm for science or whatrver subject 

it ir. Ir ab!e !o wcrt !Q !kir pc!ttntisl w!xitexr ! h t  is. [2L! !) 

Strateeies for inclusive classes. Lynn's sintegies in her classes had changed over the 

seven yean she had been teaching. Lynn now felt better able to dral with classroom management, 

which had Lieed up time to try more strategies. 

1 have really improved in this over seven years. being able to monitor everything 

that's going on. niere's so much going on so often that you crin7 get riround to 

doing certain things. So, 1 have just gotten better at cc~ordinating al1 of that 

calmly from the front observing instrad ot'mmrng around in a panic. nround the 

class. It is. because I'm bettsr able now to anticipate the questions and so you cûn 

cover things before they even $et therr. 1 Iind that al1 the timr 1 am getting bettsr 

ai my classroom management. Cwrdinating a class of 3 1 is not so bad anymore. 

( 1 L X )  

Depending on the group ofstudents. L y  liked to use small groups for student actinty to 

enable her to work with individual students. By working with students individually she could 

assess how the students were doing and assess the trûching strategies she had been using. "1'11 

have more feedback in terms of gouig around and asking theni how they're doing and the 

questions from them will tell [me] how well they've learned the material through me teaching or 

through them paying attention" (2L7). Lynn also liked working with individuals to get to know 

her students better. "1 found the sooner you can work on the one-on-one relationships because 

then I can get to know them better because we are ail working together better. And so it leads to 



being in touch with the kids even" (4L9). By beïng in touch with her students, Lynn could better 

decide which stntegies worked best for individual students. 

Because of the variety of student ability in Lynn's classes, Lynn liked to vary the 

activities in each lesson and also to Vary the modaiities she used to teach: 

Hopehlly by repeating or verbalising what's going up on the board it's a 

that. To sort of try to address different learning styIes. And, 1 try to have a variety 

of Iesson types as welI so that 1 feel there's enough. 1 don2 feel there is enough 

[variety] in the Grade 10 [class]. But so that there is some hands on and there's 

some discovery based leaming, and there's some taking down notes. problern 

solving, seat work. and there's some whatever else, discussion. You know. 

thereTs a vrinety of things going on. 1 think most terichers do that. it's pretty 

normal. because it's bonng [othenvise]. (4L5) 

Lynn discussed varying stntegies and modalities many tirnes durin3 our interviews (for example. 

1L9; I L 2 3  ZL12: 4L5) and 1 observed this stntegy in riach of my three ciassroom obsetvations. 

Lynn would vary her strategies by varying her activities. Some of the variations she used 

were videos. assignrnents or worksheets. puzzles. labs. demonstntions. and ccwpentive work 

(3L7: 3L9). 

Very ofien there's a video or show. We've seen a lot of videos. National 

Geognphic puts out a lot of good stuff. I try to Vary it up. Sometimes 1 have 

them do an ass ignent  for class, like a worksheet. or if we're doing a lab usually 

the day before they've had to prelab.. .. ( 1 L23) 

She d s o  tried to involve al1 students in chss  discussions both teacher and student led 

(2L12; 3L4). She involved students using a variety of question and answer techniques (Field 

notes of Observation 1, Field notes of Observation 3), but always maintained control. Though a 

few students tried to dominate classroom discussion, Lynn would not allow it: "the main thing I 



do on a daily basis is try to acknowledge people that have the answers.. . . And 1'11 wait however 

long it takes to get other people to offer in discussion" (2L12). 

As well as activities, Lynn varied her classes by including a "Socratic lesson," however, 

instead of dictating or witing notes for students to copy, Lynn attempted to d n w  the note from 

the students. She accomplished this through the use of questions and answers and class 

discussions. 

And a Socratic lesson with ri note is typical and often demos intersperjed 

throughout. I take care too as 1 write notes t hate having the notes prewritten. 1 

basically dmw the note fiom them. So very oRen i'li start a sentence and then 1'11 

start asking questions to sort of draw concepts ... and then as we d n w  them fiom 

the class they get up on the board. So. in a wrty they're having input into this 

note. it seems. though I know everything thrit's going up there. But 1 really try to 

keep them involved the whole way. ( 1 L23) 

Lynn encounged her students to "be successful al1 the time." She did this by creating a 

cornfortable environment, talking to the students oncion-one. and talking to the parents when 

necessary (2L9: 2LfC; ZL13). "And so I really try to reinforce thrit [being successful] and 

encourage them to corne for help and encourage them to get their work done and cal1 home when 

it's not" (2L9). 

Lynn also said she liked to: 

Talk to them one-on-ane like, "you should go ahead and give that answer. you 

know, 1 know you have this done, go ahead r d  love to hear." And you know. 

encourage them a bit on the side. But, you don't want to embarnss anyone. 

(2L 1 2) 

Besides varying clasmom activities, Lyrin aIso accommodated individual students by 

supplying enrichment material ( 1 L9), using materials and methods suitable for individual student 

ability (3L4; 3L6; 3L9; 3LI l), being sensitive to particular leaming disabilities (4L8), and 



providing a copy of the notes (4L8) as necessary. Lynn also hrid different expectations for 

different students: "But for different students success is reaIly quite different. .. 1s able to work to 

their potential whatever that is" (2L 1 1). 

L j m  involved students in their own learning: "But 1 really try to keep them [the students] 

involved the whole way" ( I L23). She made her Iessons fun. and interesting to her students, and in 

this xaj I i~pcd ta in~firatc hcr s;uden;s io r ~ a d i  th& ruil icilrriirig putenliai. whatever rhar mi& 

be for each student ( 1  L23; Field note of Observation 1; 2L 1; 2L3; 2L4; 2L7; 2L 13; 3L6; 3L7) 

Lynn created an environment where everyone was cornfortable and able to l e m  but she 

was also willing to provide an alternative environment if needed: 

I'm serious about this, 1 am here to help you be successful and you will do the 

work in class and if you do no( do the work in class or. in class primarily. 1 will 

tind an alternative setting for you to do the work .... And might send thern to. 

there is sornething cnlled the resource room where they can go and they are 

monitored by a teacher and they tend to get right down to it when they get down 

there. Or I'Il send them to another classroom. rnaybe sornething thrit 1 have 

arranged previously with another teacher, OAC calculus cIass or something. 

(2L 1 5 )  

Lynn thought routine important in her classes. By following a particufar routine, students 

could anticipate what would happen next and be prepared for it, for exampfe. "1 would corne in I 

would ask them to get out their homework, typical routine, they know I'm poing to be taking out 

the homework. They get out their homework, they ofien have questions before 1 even starl' 

( 1 L23). 

"I'm r e a l l ~  feeling burnt out". The govemment in power in Ontario at the time of this 

resezirch made many changes wittiin the education field. These changes included more teaching 

time for teachers, fewer administmtors including heads of departments, and less in-class support 

for teachers and students by reducing the nurnbers of adolescent care workers and educational 



assistants. In addition, a new curricuIurn was introduced with one year to prepare. This research 

was conducted dunng the tkst year the new Gnde 9 cumculum was being taught. 

Lynn really enjoyed teaching, you could see it in her enthusiasm during her tessons, but 

she said that she was "really feeling burnt out" because of ail the support cutbacks and al1 the 

extra duties now being placeci on the classroorri teachers. 

Bu;. ivitli guverriiucnl culbücks we'rt: rtsiiy Ming the pincn. There are many 

fewer EXs, educational assistants, in the school. 1 think maybe they were cut in 

half.. .. That reûlly hurts in the classroom. And class sizes have gone up. We have 

fewer administrators because that has been cutback, ridministntive money hns 

been cutback. So, sending kids for discipline is not as easy because we just don't 

have as much tirne for the administrators. The administntors we don? have. 

Guidance has been cut way back. So, supports for.. . We're really feeling that 

there's less support riIl the time.. .. So. al1 over the ptrice. from 311 these difkrent 

leveis the cIassroom has been affected in terms of support.. .. I'm reriliy fee l in~ 

burnt out. ( 1 L22) 

Men asked what could be done to make her job a little casier. she replied. 

Have more planning the . .  .. reasonable class sizes.. .. 1 think being able to get 

out and see other teachers teach and get new ideas and we don? realty have the 

opportunity for that and our professional development t h e  has been cutback. 

There's less time to communicate with other teachers. And it's a real shame 

because thereTs a lot, to keep yourself sort of, enthused and creative you need to 

communicate with other people, I like to see what other people are doing. And 1 

fmd, our department here is so spread out, 1 don't get that interaction even with 

my department very much which having been in several schools, that's really 

valuable, talking to other people on a regulv basis about what you are doing in 

your ciass and how you're hmdling certain students and sort of ongoing casual 



conversation. 1 would like to be able to network with teachers more. .. There are 

lots of little things, I wish I had more time for, I guess you could cal1 it 

professional development. More resenrch outside of class, more stuff that might 

not be directly Iinked to what I am doing but can e ~ c h  the classroom. (ILJ) 

Summw 

In iumrnaii, Lj i in  K c d  ta maintain iûntul in hsr i l m  iit dl tirnzs. Slir Kril g~iting iu 

know her individual students so that she could team their strengths and needs and be sensitive to 

any leming disabilities and gifls. She had clear expectations for herseff and her students and 

Iiked making the matenal interesting, relevant. and suitable for their abilities. Lynn structured her 

lessons to follow a routine so that students could anticipate what would happen next in her 

lessons. She consciously used activity-based lessons and inclusive practices (for example. the use 

of enrichment material) becriuse of the multiple ability levels of her students. She created a 

supportive environment from the îïrst day, modelling accepting behaviour and not tolerating 

teasing or name-calling. The factors important in deciding what and how Lynn taught were: the 

curriculum, the textbook (if the curriculum was new), student ability, collabontion with other 

teachers. her pnst experiences. and her corn fort level with the class. She then taught thosr chosen 

topics using a variety of stntegirs, for rxample. videos. worksheets. student presentations. and 

interactive discussions and demonstntions. 

G v  

In this section 1 discuss first the pneral pattern of Gary's teaching that 1 saw during the 

three classes that 1 observed. 1 then discuss the themes that emerged from Gary's data. 1 conclude 

this chapter with a summary of my data analysis. 

Introduction to Garv 

Gary had been teaching science and math for 30 years. Gary's initial interview and fmt  

observation were in December, the second and third observations and follow-up interviews were 

in January following the Christmas holidays. in December, 1 observed Gay's Grade 10 class 



which was during the second period and I conducted the interview afier his last ciass for the day. 

in January, 1 observed two lessons of Gary's Grade 9 class, these classes were during Gary's h a 1  

period for the day so our follow-up interview was directly afier the class. Again, al1 interviews 

were behveen 45 minutes to one hour. 

Gary's lab was similar to Ellen's except it contained 18 double lab benches and no long 

kmchcs. There *.vas 3 board  XI^ a scrccn at the A h n t  ~f tbc rûûrn, a sidcboxci un the let3 and 

windows on the right. On the back-bench next to the window there was an aquarium with one fish 

and some plants. The teacher's bench was at the front of the room and was nised. In fiont of this 

bench, to the side of the classroom was the teacher's desk. There were 30 students in the Grade 

10 ciass, two of them had been identified with Iearning disabilities but Gary did not know the 

name of the specific disnbilities. Of the 34 students in the Grade 9 class there were five students 

identified with learning disabiIities. 

Garv's Teachin~ 

As with Ellen and L-vrin's classes Gary started his classes by settling the students. He did 

this by waiting a few minutes until the rnajority of the students had entered the class and then told 

them they were soing to begin. .-\fier saying what they would be doing that day and how that 

material related to their Iast class Gary then usually began his classes either with a dernonstration 

where he asked students to predict what would happen and then they discussed the results, or by 

correcting homework fiom the previous lesson. Gary's Iessons were a combination of 

demonstrations, Iabs, group activities, and note writing. His classes were very interactive, even 

when students were taking notes: Gary fint asked students questions to ascertain what they 

already knew. When G a ~ y  wrote the notes on the overheads, uniess students had not said anything 

on the topic he wrote what students were saying, frequently, then verbaily expmding on thtir 

ideas. When students did not respond to Gary's questions, instead of telling them a response he 

prompted students untiI they started responding. 



Durhg dernonstrations Gary again encouraged active participation of students. He asked 

students to predict what would happen, then he performed the dernonstntion, and students 

offered explanations of their observations. Gary pertormed sevenl demonstntions, and even 

when some demonstntions did not go as planned he used that opportunity for students to explain 

why the demonstration did not work as predicted. Both Gary and the students appeared to enjoy 

the demonstntions: Gary w3s very enthusiastic and engrsetic, and the majority nf the stiidents 

asked and answered questions and participated. 

While students were conducting experiments, ~vriting notes, or doing their group 

activities, Gary moved üround the class checking with al1 students throughout the lesson. 1 

noticed in the Grade 9 class that Gary conccntnted on a particular group of students, checking 

with them more frequently than with any other group in that class. Before disrnissing students 

Gary got the attention of the class, ensured they knew what to do for homework, and ensured that 

their areas were çleaned up. He ihen dismisseci them. 

It appeared that Gary had a great rapport with his students, they usually chrttted to him on 

the way in and out of class and Gary did joke around with students but al1 seemed to know there 

was a time and 3 place for joking. Though students joked individually with Gary, they were weil 

behaved during class. Gary seemed to have control of the class most of the tirne. The Grade 9 

ciass talked more than the Grade 10 clriss and Gary had to remind them more ofien to stop 

talking, but when he told the class or an individual to be quiet, there was cornpliance. 

Gan+ Themes 

The themes that emerged from my observations and i n t e ~ e w s  with Gary were: 

(a) teaching cbaracteristics, (b) factors important in deciding what and how to teach, (c) 

classroom management, (d) view of success, (e)  strategies in inclusive classes, and ( f )  

feelings about teaching. 

Gary chancterises his teachine. Gary said that he liked to teach to his own 



interests and strengths: "1 go with my strengths, things that 1 am interesied in, things that 

would have lots ofstuff that 1 think those kids would relate to, and you c m  avoid 

repeating what they've already done before" (2G5). He also liked to teach what his 

students were going to relate to, ''1 rather do it that way [activity onented], you know, 

like 1 could stand up here and 1 could just write notes and stuff but that's not very 

exciting, you know, for me  or for hem" (4G 1 1). 

Gary gave several reasons that he preferred to work with small groups and individual 

students and to teach activity-based lessons whenever possible. 

If they're doing something on their own like a lab or like a worksheet or 

whatever. thrn 1 can be out there [points to the desks] and not up here [points to 

the front of room] and then 1 cm relate more one-on-one and I cm help them 

individually. And I like that better. but 1 don? always at to do it as much as 1 

like to. 1 don't think the kids like to have to sit there and listen to somebody up in 

the front al1 the tirne- And 1 don't like to stand here and tdk all the time either. 1 

can circulate and that, it's easier. Then you can hone in on specific things that 

they miss nther than, with the large group. you have to cover the whole thing. 

Parts OC it are straightfonvard and parts of it aren't. but it's not till they actually 

cet doing it that you find out where they get stuck and not everyone gets stuck in - 
the same place. But that's just, that's what 1 prefer. (3G 10) 

Gary set clear expectations for his students and kept them "on track" throughout the 

Iesson (Field notes of Observation, 1.2, & 3). 

Yeah, 1 make a point of maybe every 15-20 minutes, I might even Say the same 

thing but 1 know 1 don't catch them all, every t h e  1 say it, just sort of to keep 

them on track, and you know this is where you should be at and this is where 

we're going next. (3G3) 



Decidine what and how Gaw would teach. The students' previous knowledge, his 

interests and strengths, the students' interests, and the curriculum influenced what Gary 

taught (2G4; ZGS; JG5). "1 guess in some csurses, especially the basic level ones you 

tend to build on what they've [the students] done before" (ZGS). Gary liked to teach 

topics that he felt he had a strong background in and those topics that he was interested in 

and to teach topics of  interest to his students and topics that they could relate to (2G5). 

He was also ûware of the material that students should have been previously taught and 

would try not to re-teach it. Gary knew that he had to follow the curriculum even though 

not d l  of those topics were of interest to his particular group of students: "Now, not ail of  

the stuff is hn and 1 have to follow the curriculum and what not" (2G4). 

Gary felt that the ability and reliability of students in his classes affected how he taught: 

f pess  you have to gear it to the ability of the kid. You h o w  if it's like a writing 

assignment you gear it to their level and ability of'writing. 1 e e s s  p u  base it on 

attention span, like bow much cm you do in a given amount of time and they are 

going to absorb it. (3G10) 

He said that he taught using more "hands-on stuff' when his students were reliable (ZG5). As 

well as student ability, the number of students in the class. and the particuirir p u p  of students 

also influenced the strategies Gary chose: 

Yeah, 1 think, and it really has been unfortunate with this large group, but 1 tend 

to try to avoid this me at the front kind of stuff with the junior classes. 1 want to 

do more hands-on stuff and I want to do more one-on-one stuff, because I think 

thatTs much more effective. But sometimes you're really handicapped. And even 

if the group was a little bit smalIer this group is probably unfocused enough that 

you'd still be putting out the brush fires, you can't sort of kive three quarters of 

the class to work while you're helping, one Little corner of the roorn, and then 



rnove around and have everybody kind of stay busy as you're moving around, 

that wouldn't happen with this group. (4G 10) 

Gary liked students to be active and work in small groups: 

I'm a bit Frustrated with this new cumculum because it jacks hands on. Now that 

doesn't make it easier to teach but it makes it, from my perspective it rnakes it a 

5c:tcr coursz. If it's m m  cxpckicntal md the Kits arc düing mure r a h r  ihan 

Iistening to it. (4GI 1) 

Collaborathg with other teachers was also important to Gary. He liked to share methods 

and ideas with other science teachers: 

And in a small schwl iike this one you don't have anybody else to ask either. I'm 

the only guy that does chemistry. And when we had 3 of us in the building you 

could alwriys bounce stuffoff one another. You know. you corne across a new 

kind of a problem and you didn't know how to do it cause you hadn't done it 

since you were an undergraduate. you know. 25 years ago. you couId ask. You 

know. I'm it flying by the scat of my pants. (4GS) 

He also round collaborating with other professionals energising and usehl to learn new ideas. 

Yeah 1 must say and when we do get together ... there's almost an electricity. 

Like this ristronomy session they nn out at [name of high school] they had. they 

took 2 science teachers From every high school so there were maybe 16 or IS of 

us there.. . So that was a long session and we had dinner and it was really kind of 

neat and there was al1 this interaction h m  people that you see once every 3 or 4 

months at meetings of science teachers or PA days where it happens to be subject 

oriented, But even those don? happen as  often as they used to it seems. (End of 

interview 4) 

Gary's experience had affected what and how he said he taught. "1 think, maybe I do 

some things automatically and 1 don? do them consciously anymore. Because 1 certainly don't 



approach 2G's [Grade I O  genenl] the way I approach OACTs so ..." (2G8). He also said that he 

does not rely on the textbook now ris much as he did when he began teaching: 

So, you'd probably rely on the textbook. And, sometimes that's okay and 

sometimes that's not great .... And ITm to the point now that 1 don't really use the 

textbook very much at alI. Because i've kind of, over the y e m  I've pulled stuff 

cul wttc!e !Q! cf difirent b d c s  rnd no:v 1 h w e  b d  of a file of tbings that 1 

like to do and I know they work, get the point across and the bugs have been 

worked out, (SG8) 

Classroom manacement. From my observations, classroom management was not an issue 

in Gary's classes. This could have been due to Gary's 30 years of teaching experience and to 

some things that he now does automatically and is no Ionger aware that he does (2G8). The lack 

of problems may have also been due to Gaqfs strategic seating plan: 

But 1 did try some different arrangements just to, you know, get some trouble 

makers near the front. like these four guys [points to the four seats in the front to 

the Ieft of the teacher] if they were at the back god knows what would happen. so 

they got h n t  and centre. And 1 don? know, 1 played with that sort of thing early 

on. And 1 da that till 1 get io know the names. Once 1 get to know the names. ifs 

okay. (3G9) 

Gary did talk about "putting out bmsh flres" (4G10), but he avoided those problems by 

using effective stntegies. For example with that particular class Gary said that group work was 

not effective, therefore, he  did not use group work with that class. 

When students did talk or did not pay attention, Gary would say the name of the student 

or students and continue with his lesson (Field notes of Observations 1'2 &3). 

Gary's view of success. Gary said that one factor he thought imperative to a successful 

teacher was someone who Iiked teaching: "1 guess somebody who still likes doing it [teaching] 

because there's a Iot of things in the system nowadays that Wear you down" (1G 12). He felt that: 



"if you iike teaching, most of the kids are fûn to be with and interesting to talk to and do neat 

things" ( 1 G 13). 

He said that a successful student was one who achieved his or her individual potential 

and that was not necessarily measurable by grades: 

Successfùl, 1 guess sort of the generic definition is one that gets over 50% in al1 

hcr courscs Sut I thiri  tbcic is mort :O i: than that. I gucss hi& h t  wint  io Isaiï, 

kids that crue, kids that take a little pride in their work, there's a whole lot of 

things that make for a successful student., .. (1G 14) 

Stnteeies for inclusive classes. Gary said he preferred a "hands-on" approach to science. 

He believed that the students learned more if they performed scientific experiments 

instcad of only hearing about the results (JGII). Gary spoke many times about his 

prcferencr for using a hands-on approach (for example, IG9; 2G5: 3G5: 3GlO: 4G5: 

4G IO). 

Gary also usrd stntegies that he thought his students would enjoy. He perfomed 

drmonstntions that were visuaily exciting. for example with electricity. "Oh yeah. yeah. 

tispecially when you stick your elbow up to it and jump and squeal and anyway yeah, they [the 

students] sort of get a kick out of thai" ( IG 12). Or he organised exciting labs for his students to 

conduct (4G 1 1 ). 

Gary liked to use different modalities when teaching and he preferred to teach mal1 

groups where he could spend more time with each student: 

The less time I spend up front and the more time I q m d  out there lpointing to 

the class] ah, with them doing stuff, the better. You know, whether it's a lab 

where they have equipment or whether it's worksheets where 1 cm just circulate. 

That's why 1 like to have a Iittle smaller group so 1 cm get around and help them 

one-on-one... Now they might wnte down most of what you write d o m ,  but, 1 



guess I try to say it twice wnte it d o m  once, then give them a worksheet and 

circulate. (2G6) 

Some of the many stntegies Gary used when teaching were; demonstnticns, labs, note 

writing, videos, worksheet, questions and answers, and discussions ( 1G 12; 4G5; Field notes of 

Observations i l  2, & 3) .  

Typically it rnighi be 3 videc, where !he \.<deo wcdd replxice the !ab, gcu know 

like an introduction and a worksheet, and take it up and, this one, this senes we 

have on astronomy are quite short, so we've had a few days where we've run 

through 2 they're 1 I minutes each. The sequence we've got. So we c m  get 

through 1 of those in a class quite niceiy with a little bit of you know. preamble 

or postscript at the end. 1 do demonstntions, we do worksheets, we do a lot of 

different things. There's usually three, four or five different things. [goes to get 

his planning book] Let me see. okay for instance yesterday I had drawn a picture 

on the sideboard of lightning, like lightning cloud to ground. cloud to cloud, 

lightening rods. ÛII that stuff. So. then what 1 did the next day, because we ran out 

of tirne because there was somathing from the day before, I set up the Van de 

Gnaff penentor with another aluminium bal1 beside it hooked to the taps and 1 

had these big sparks jumping and 1 related that to the diagram. And then what 1, 

after that to get into something a little more theoretical I walked them through a 

whole works heet on gold leaf eIectroscopes, charging by induction, charging by 

contact, positive charges. negative charges, al1 the stuff to do with static 

electncity. (1G12) 

1 often used many of these different strategies within the same Iesson: "You know, 

with these kids, like 1 was saying, 1 probably do three or four different things in a class a day" 

(3GIO). Gary thought that varying the strategies he used would help maintain the students' 

interest and motivation: 



1 find that very difficult with that kind of group of kids though. The long periods 

just you know, even when you try to do 2 or 3 different things, you lose them, 

then you have to try to bring them back, and then you lose them again and you 

have to bring them back. (4G2) 

Beyond varying classroom activities, Gary also accommodated individual students by: 

photocop;ing nctcs (1G9). printing un :hc board md no: üsing airsire wnting (2GS; XS), usiug 

an EducationaI Assistant (EA) to write notes and tests for a student (3G5). choosing materials and 

methods to suit student ability (1Gi2: 2G5; 2GS; 3G2; 3GS), teaching holistically, not only 

teaching academics ( 1 G 14; 3G5; 4G9). and providing an alternative environment as necessary 

(3GS). 

Throughout Gary's years of teaching experiences he has learned some other usehl 

strategies tliat hr used in his classes. For cxample, Gary now makes assignments"short and to the 

point" and had students hand them in that day: 

The thing is it hos to be short and to the point. you have much better luck getting 

stuf'f in if it has to be handeü in that day. Like if they hase to hand it in 

tomorrow. they're going to lose it. they're going to forget about it, ihey'll have a 

hundred rixcuscs. But if. not nrarly as many wiIl get done as if you have it in 

dass, hand it in at the end of the period. It's done, okay. That works. The Ionger 

it's extended, the worse it gets. (437) 

He also "walks students througii7 an açtivity before he leaves them to continue on their own: 

If it's a day where we're doing a lab then 1 just kind of go over what's invohed 

in the lab, what we're looking for. where al1 the equipment is. h d  depending on 

the group i may sort of walk them through it, you know in ternis of how difficult 

it is to do if it7s not self-explanatory .... And then if there is time you could 

maybe go over the highlights of it and, get them to w i t e  a quick something up 



and hand it in. 1 find with those kinds of classes the only way 1 can get them to do 

anything is to say well you got to hand this in, and 1'11 mark it. (1G 12) 

Thou& Gary felt that not marking assigrunents ivould î?ee up some of his time For planning, he 

felt that he Iearned valuable information about his students and about the success of stntegies 

used. 

But thc ?rob!cm is, it xouldn': :voA causc it's thc i i i ~ k ü g  ihat enablcs ysu id 

figure out the kids. Like you get a handle on the kids' abilities and you also get a 

handle on what you didn't teach and what you did teach. Ttiere's a certain 

amount of feedback from the stuff you mark for your owvn benefit, but i f s  really 

how you get to know the kids. (End of Interview 4) 

"The political situation in the province is prettv discouraeine." The way Gary talks about 

teaching and the fact that he has bèen tèaching for 30 years are indications of how much he 

enjoys teachins. However. as with Lynn he klt that the position the cunent governrnent has taken 

regarding education wris making teaching more difiicult than it needs to be. Gary discussed many 

chanses that the government had made that he did not consider positive: the changes in the 

cumculum (1G9: 438 :  1G11), the scmestering of the schools (lG9; 3G3: -IG2), and the large 

number of students in classes ( lG  13; 2G5: 3G 10). Gary felt these tàctors added to the stresses 

already placed on a classroom teacher. 

Summary 

tn surnmary. Gary really enjoyed teaching. He liked to teach material that was interesting 

to him and to his students. Gary's classes followed a routine, generally starting with an oventiew 

of that dayTs lesson and relating that to what they had previously Iearned, Gary's classes were 

very interactive and handssn, with students performing exciting Iabs. Gary had clear 

expectations for his students and liked to keep them "on track" throughout a Iesson- He liked 

getting to know his students individually and rnaking the matenal interesting, relevant, and 

suitable for their abilities. He would accommodate individuals, for example. by p ~ t i n g  notes or 



providing alternative environments. He created a supportive envuonment by modelling accepting 

behaviour and not tolenting teasing or narn~al l ing.  The factors important in deciding what and 

how Gary taught were: his o ~ v n  strengths and interests, students' interests, students' previous 

knowledge, collabontion with other teachers. his p s t  experiences, and the curriculum. He then 

tau@ those chosen topics using 3 variety of stntegies, for example, videos, worksheets, labs, 

ridcaa, and inicnctivc diseussiuns and d ~ ~ û i i ~ i i r t i û f i s .  

Summary 

This chapter described the practices and themes of three inclusive secondary science 

teachers, Though ail teachers in my research followed a routine, there was room for variety 

within the routine and though activities were well structured, student creativity was encounged. 

,411 of the teachers were flexible and believed in knowing their students as individuals as well as 

knowing them as part of a group. This individuality helpd make their classrooms inclusive by 

recognising that dl students do not Iearn the same and being sensitive to students' needs and 

di fferences. Teachers riccommodated individuals by using variay of teaching strategies, for 

example. using different modalities, providing enrichment materiais or alternate materials to suit 

student learning needs. using smalI ceoperative groups. and providing alternative environments. 

The teachers believed in inclusion and created supportive environments and made adaptations and 

riccommodritions to their lessons when necessary. Classroorn management difficulties in Ellen's 

class made attaining a supportive environment difficult. In addition to being open to inclusion and 

using inclusive pnctices the teachers knew science. Again, EIlen knew science and knew some 

strategies to teach it but because of her limited experiencc she sometirnes had dif'fïculty choosing 

a stnteey that would work for her particular students. Lynn and Gary had more experîence and 

chose h m  a vast supply of resources, both material and knowledge, that they had built up over 

the years. 

In this chapter 1 outlined the general pattern of Ellen's, Lynn's and Gary's 



teaching. 1 then discussed the themes that emerged fkom their data. 1 focused on themes 1 

felt were relevant to my study on practices of successful inclusive secondary science 

classes and why the teachers chose those particular practices. In the next chapter, 1 

discuss the similanties and differences arnong the three teachers in rny study, 1 then 

compare my findings to those reported in the relevant science and inclusion litmature. 1 

conclude my thesis with the contributions this study has made to the literahire, the 

limitations, and implications for Future research. 



C W R  5 

DISCUSSION 

Introduction 

The purpose of this study was to explore the pnctices of teachers who. according to the 

p ~ c i p a l  and the head of student service. were exemplrtry inclusive secondal science teachers. 

By exaniining the pr~ctices of ieaciirrs wiio w r e  suçcrssfui in inciuding students with iearning 

disabilities into their secondary science classrooms 1 wanted to improve rny own teaching 

pnctices and those of other pnctising or fbture inclusive  seconda^ science teachers. 

The three teachers in this research. Ellçn, Lynn. and Gary were inclusive secondary 

science teachers. Each of their classes was composed of students who had a varirty of levels of 

abilities. Thou& eûch teacher's pnctices wrre inclusive their classes had many differences as 

well as similarities. In this chapter 1 discuss the similarities and differences of the three teachers 

in my study. I then compare rny findings to those in the relevant science and inclusion Iitenture. 1 

close tvith the contributions of my research to inclusive science. the conclusions. the limitations 

and the implications for future research. 

Similzirities 

Dunng my research 1 discovered that the three terichers in my study had sevenl factors in 

common. They al1 created an accepting environment. accommodated individual differences, 

conducted activity oriented lessons, varied the stntegies used, had some of the same teaching 

chmcteristics. and liked to collabonte with other educational personnel. 1 discuss each of these 

similarities in the following section. 

Su~~or t i ve  Environments 

Al1 three teachers discussed and practised providing an accepting, supportive 

environment for al1 students (2E25; 2E26; 3E 1 8; I L 10; 1 L 19; 2L18; 2L 12; 2L 19; 3L2; 4L 1 ; 

3G4). They ensured d l  students were cornfortable physically, mentally, and socially by using 

mixed groupings, strategic seating, alternative environments, humour, and they ail modelled 



accepting behaviour. Though dl of their classes consisted of students from a variety of cultures 

and of mixed ability, t did not observe any discrimination in the classes and al1 students appeared 

to be treated equitably. This does not mean that al1 students were treated the same as some were 

given special considerations (e-g., allowed to write tests in the resource room) so that they would 

have a fair chance. Classes appeared relaxed and the teachers had a good rapport with students. 

his adclrd to ~ h r  supportive environment. l7nougi-1 Eiien nad somr dii'tlcuity attaining a supponive 

environment she knew it was important in order to achieve an inclusive class. This was one 

inconsistency between Ellen's beliefs and practices as discussed in the consistcncy section later in 

this chapter. 

Accommodating Individual DitTerences 

The second similarity among these three teachers was that they al1 used stntegies to 

accommodate individu31 students. Thou& ail of the stntegies were not the same they did al1 use 

stntegies that would accornmodate individuals and they riIl expressed ri prekrence h r  working 

with individual students io discover their strengths and weaknesses. For example al1 three 

teachers discussed: providing alternative environments when necessriry fbr students (3E 1 Y; 2L15; 

4LI : 3G.C). using CO-operative groups ( 1 E 17; ZEZZ: 3E7: 1 L 19: 3G IO: I G  10). using different 

modalities to teach (Ellen Observation 1 : 11.23: 4LS; 1 G 12). using material to suit student ability 

(SES; 3E12; 4E7; 3L.C; 3L9: 3L 1 1; 1 G 12: ZG5; TGS; 3G2; E S ) ,  and usine - "hands-on" activities 

(4E4; 1L19; 4G10). Each teacher let students who needed an alternative environment write their 

tests in the resource room. They also taught using videos (for weak readers and visual learners) 

and would use different textbooks depending on students' abiiity. Some other stntegies discussed 

to accommodate students were: partner strong and weak students ( 1 E 12), ttnte notes sfowly on 

the overhead to dlow al1 midents a chance to copy them into their notebooks (3EI 4; 3E15), have 

different expectations for different hidents (4E6; 2L 1 1 ; JL 1 ), supply enrichment material 

(1 LIg), motivate students by challenging them (3L3), teach holistically including social skills as 

weIl as academics (3L6; lG4; 3GS; 4G9), have an EA wi te  for students who are not able to wite 



(3G5), print (ZG 18; 3G5) and provide notes for students who had dificulty copying them ( 1 GS; 

4LS). 

Activitv Oriented Lessons 

The third similarity was that al1 three teachers preferred to teach using activity oriented or 

hands-on lessons though they al1 stated that this was not always possible due to large class sizes 

nr due tn classrnnrn manaprnent i w e q  7hey helieved thnt because !hey !eamed hettrr thmircug.!! 

activities so would their students (2E23; 3E7; 3E12; 3E 13; JE4; i L 19; I L23; 3 L9; 4L4; 1 G9; 

2G5; 3G5; 3G 10; 4G5; 4G 10). Ellen also mentioned that she had read that students with l e m i n g  

disabilities leamed better through active lrssons (4E-1). Ellen. Lynn and Gary used a variety of 

activities, for example, labs, co-opentive group activities. worksheets, teacher-led and student- 

led discussions, student presentations. and interactive demonstntions in which siudents would 

tint have to make predictions and then explain observations. 

Students Take Res~onsibilitv for Lerirning 

The fourth similarity was that they al1 believed that in order t'or students to leam, the 

students would have to increase their responsibility for thrir leaming ( 1 El 7: 1 E IR 2E 12: ZE 16: 

ZL9; 4L7; 4L8; 4L9; 1G 14). Al1 three teachers were willing to help students aller school but they 

al1 preferred that students approached thrm for help nther than the teacher asking the students to 

come for assistance. They sgreed they would ask stniggling students if thçy wanted to come for 

help but in general preferred to announce their avaiiability afier school and those who wanted 

extra help would take the responsibility to make an appointment. 

S t r a t e . ~  Variety 

The fifth similarity was that Ellen, Lynn and Gary al1 preferred to use 3 variety of  

strategies when teaching ( E h  Field notes o f  observation 1,2, & 3; 4L5; lG2). They al1 believed 

that this technique maintained mident interest and motivation to leam. Some of the stntegies that 

they al1 used were: maIl ceoperative groups, activity-based lessons Uicludinp labs and not just 

"'hands-~n'~ but also "minds-on," the use o f  different modalities in al1 their lessons but particularly 



when giving notes, large and srnall group discussions, demonstntions, high student involvement 

during any strategy, prompting students to answer questions instead of giving answers, videos, 

and worksheets. Since lessons were 76 minutes long the teachers thought it especially important 

to change activities frequently to maintain student concentration on a task. 

As well as varying the activities to rnaintain student interest and motivation. Ellen, Lynn 

=d Gary dso Sclicw:cd h t  *;r ;ct f  *xas irnp~rtmt to mit thc diffcrcnt leaniiig stjflcs "f cach 

student. The more the vxiety in strategies the better the chance of teaching al1 of the students at 

Ieast some of the tirne. For example, auditory leamers as well as students with reading disabilities 

may prefer videos to reading their textbooks to acquire information. And, by following a video 

with either a small group activity, a worksheet, or a class discussion a teacher can increase the use 

of di fferent modalities and increase students' involvernent in the activities. 

Teachinr Chanctenstics 

The teaching chancteristics that these three teachers had in common were that they were 

riil flexible, they worked with individual students, they had clear expectations for their students. 

they liked to make the materiai interesting, relevant and fun for students. and they liked to be 

'2iltra-prepared t'or their classes. Another characteristic that al1 these teachers had in common 

was their enthusiasm for teaching. Though they each had their frustrations. especial ly the palitical 

situation at the time of this research, they al1 loved to teach science. Gary said it well when he 

defined a successfid teacher, "1 guess somebody who still likes doing it [teaching], because 

there's a lot of things in the system nowadays that wear you down" ( 1G 12). 

Collaboration 

Al1 the teachers in my research a1so thought that opportunities for collaboration with 

educational staff were vital to uiclusive science education. Elen liked to collaborate to get new 

ideas to help her with pedagogical content knowledge. She wanted to leam techniques that other 

teachers found successhl so that she could try them in her own classes (2Ei0; 2E25; 2E27; 3E5). 

Lynn and G a y  liked to coIlaborate with other teachers to brainstonn new ideas and techniques 



(4L3; 4L4; 4GS; End of Gary's interview 4). Al1 three said that collaboration was invigonting 

and genented new ideas. They thought it important to discover stntegies and practices thnt other 

teachers found to be successtùl and to share what had been successful for them. 

Di fferences 

Though the teachers in my study had many teaching behaviours and chanctenstics in 

i u n m ù n  then iwre akù  ~ ~ k c r i f i  J i f f c r c i x c s .  l i e  iiiai~i tli~fcrencrs thal i Jiscuvcrrd wertt; 

classroom management, consistency, follow-up. pedagogical content knowledge, and reasons for 

making adaptations and accommodations for students. 

Classroom Management 

The most obvious difference m o n g  the three teachers that I noticed during my rescarch 

was the amount of time ElIen spent managing her classroom when compared to Lynn or Gary. As 

1 discussed in chapter 4. Ellen feIt that she spent too much tirne trying to control the ciass and this 

allowed tess time for the teaching of science ( 1 E 16: 2EZ-I). Though she had p i a ~ e d  to use many 

inclusive stntegies to teach new concepts. due to the students' behwiour shc: oHen changed her 

plans and gave the students notes saying that task "keeps hem relatively quiet" (2E23). Though 

Gary anci Ly-nn both discussed the difficulties controlling the -mde 9 classes. dunng my 

observations they both spent very tittle time on classroom management. They may have said a 

student's name and asked them to be quiet or to leave the room. but then they continued with the 

pIanned activities. And if they spoke to a student to ask him or her to behave, the student was 

only spoken to once. EIlen often had to speak to a student severai times to ask him or her to be 

quiet. 

Classroom management has been found to be a common m i t  of exernplary teachers 

(Tobin & Garnett, 1988). Exernpiary pnctice does not involve giving most of one's time to 

controlling the class. 



Consistencv 

A second difierence found during my research was the consistency of the teachers: 

consistency in belief and pnctice. and consistency within practice. Though ElIen believed in 

inclusion and phmed activities to include al1 students, as discussed above, she would otlen 

change those activities to ones in which the students would be quiet. Examples were taking notes 

or Uoing a x-;=l::cn x ~ r k s h c c t .  xhich wcrc not iicccssaiilj. inclusive aaivitics as studcnts ïvhû 

have dificulty reading or writing would have difficulty with those activities. Because of student 

behaviour there was sometirnes an inconsistency between Ellen's beliefs and her teaching 

methods. There was also an inconsistency in Ellen's classroom management pnctices. for 

example. sometimes Ellen would enforce her rule "no speaking without nising your hand" and 

sometirnes she would not. 1 could see no pattern in when she would listen to a student wbo had 

not nised a hand and whrn she would not listen. In contrast, Lynn and Gary were consistent in 

their prrtctices rspecirilly in their classroom management. Students were allowed to speak to each 

other during group work but not during whole class activities, and students had to raise their 

hands to speak to the whole class. These rules were always enforced during my observations. 

Thou& both Lynn and Gary discussed many frustrations with teaching. their pnctices 

were consistent with their beliefs. Both believed in inclusion and they used inclusive strategies 

because they did not have classroom management problems. They also both beIieved in making 

science fun, relevant, and exciting to students. By using interactive discussions. dangerous 

looking demonstrations. and activities, their pnctices matched their belief. 1 think Ellen shared 

this belief and at times did achieve this in her activities, but again these ofien failed because of 

classroom management problems. 

Follow-up 

A thkd difference in the participants is in the extent to which they used follow-up. Lynn 

thought follow-up was very important in estabIishing a relationship with her students. If she said 

a student would have to leave her class because of bebaviour, then if that behaviour was exhibited 



that student would be asked to leave the class. Lynn may have asked hem to step into the 

comdor until she had the time to talk to them, to go to the resource roorn, to go to the vice 

principal's office or sometimes Lynn had arranged for students to go into another cIassroorn 

(2L9; 2L12; 2L15; 3L6; 4L1). During my observations 1 did notice that Lynn had sent three 

students out of the classroom into the comdor, but she did not interrupt the rest of the class to do 

this. Then. when al1 the students understood their present activity and were bu-. Lynn stepped 

out to talk to the students and then they al1 returned to the class. Neither Ellen nor Gary discussed 

the importance of follow-up to them, nor did 1 see any evidence of follow-up during my 

observations of their teaching. 

Pedago pical Content Know ledee 

The fourth di fference \vas in the amount of pedrigogical content knowledge. As ri resuIt of 

Gary's 30 years of teaching experience, he had a vast resource of stntegies to use and knew when 

to use them. In contnst. Ellen had just begun ber teaching career and had yet tu build up a large 

resource of stntegies to have rit her disposai. She knew what she should be doing and had the 

science content knowledge but was unsure of how to best teach the information. Lym hsid swen 

yem of teaching experience and had rnanaged in that time to build a resource of strategies. she 

also knew when and how to use a particular strategy. 

My data analysis showed that teachers need to have qualities of both a goud science 

teacher and a good inclusive teacher to include al1 students and provide the opportunities to learn 

science. Or plenty of opportunities to leam science may be provided but students with learning 

disabilities rnay be excluded. From my observations and inteniews rny premise appears correct: 

an exemplary science teacher is an inclusive teacher, and to be a good science teacher. teachers 

need to h o w  not only science content and processes but aiso how to teach the content and 

processes. If the abiiity of students is not taken into account, then lessoas will not be of much 

value. However? the converse is not also true: a good inclusive teacher may not necessarily also 

br a good science teacher because he or she may lack the content knowledge to facilitate leaming 



of science. EuempIary teachers possess pedagogicaI content knowledge as well as content 

knowledge; it is not enough to know the content of an area. Research has shown that one must 

also know the best methods to cmnect this content with the prior knowledge and abilities of the 

students or leamers (Shulman, 1986; Shulrnan, l987; Shuhan & Quidan, 1996). 

Of the three teachers in this research, two couId be considered exemplary inclusive 

science teachers because they used inclusive pnctices to include all qtiidents in their clwses and 

they provided the opportunities for al1 students to l e m  science. The third teacher, though using 

inclusive strategies, was not m exemplary inclusive science teacher because she lacked the 

pedagogical content howledge and resource base to provide students with the variety of 

strategies necessary to learn the science content. 

Reasons t'or Adaptations and Accommodations 

The final difference between the teachers in rny study was the reasoning behind making 

adaptations and accommodations for certain students. Thou& they al1 iised disabi lity speci fic 

teaching strategies and would therefore adapt their lessons or make specific accommodations. 

their reasons for their decisions varied. Both Lynn and Ellen had knowledgc of exceptionalities 

and had studied exceptionalities within their teacher education. Gary had been teaching for 30 

years, and though he knew that students with learning disabilities Ieamed differently he could not 

suppIy a definit ion of Iearning disabilit ies when asked. Ellen and Lynn discussed in format ion 

they had read on how students with learning disabilities learn. For example. Ellen said that 

research mggests that students with learning disabilities leam better ihrough hands-on activities. 

Thou& Gary accommodated mdividual differences, he tended to do so because those 

accommodations had worked for him in the past, not necessarily because a student was identified 

with a leaming disability. He did not view the identification of students as important (3G9). He 

said that wbether students are identified or not is not as important as dealing with the panicular 

strengths and weaknesses that individual students had which rnay not necessariIy be caused by 

their ability to l e m  but may be due to their li fe situations (3G9). 



Summary 

In summary, though 1 started my resmch observing teachers recommended to me as 

exemplary secondary inclusive science teachers 1 discovered that two of these teachers were 

exemplary inclusive science tachers whi le one was an exemplary inclusive teacher. Because of 

Iack of experience causing a reduced resource base and thus a reduction in pedagogical content 

knowledge this one teacher was teaching rediiced wience cnntent in the class T nhrerved. Frcrrn 

rny observations, it appeared that she was following the s m e  practices as the other two teachers. 

The preceding discussion highlighted that she does have many factors in comrnon with the 

exemplary teachers such as varying strategies, riccommodating individuals. and being flexible. 

She also shared many of the saine beliefs such as including al1 students. and making material 

interesting and relevant, However. the major differences were the amount of expenence and the 

classroom management skills. 

A Cornparison with the Relevant Litenture 

The preceding section cornpared the tindings of the three teachers in my research study. 1 

now compare those findings with the relevant litanture discussed in Chapter 2. Combining the 

findings from the litenture on inclusive secondary science teachers' best pnctices, secondary 

science teac hers' best prac t ices. and inclusive non-science teachen' best pnct ices. an exemplary 

inclusive secondary science teacher would pnctice the seven factors of successfui inclusion. In 

addition to applying successhl inclusion pnctices an cxemplary inclusive secondary science 

teacher would understand the needs of individual students. have effective management skills to 

maximise -dent engagement, use a variety of stntegies to encourage shideot participation, 

encourage scientific process through inquiry and questioning, build on students' previous 

knowledge, increase cognitive demand, and teach metacognitive strategies so that students could 

take a greater responsibility for Iearning. Further, teachers should remain flexible in both 

practices and beliefs. In this section 1 discuss how the practices of the teachers in my midy 

compared with the practices of exernphy inclusive secondary science teachers. 



The Seven Factors of Successhl Inclusion 

According to a series of studies, there are seven variables associated with successful 

inclusion of students with disabilities. They are: (a) administrative support. (b) collabontion with 

special education teachers and staff, (c) supportive classroom environrnents, (d) activity-oriented 

science prognms, (e) effective instruction following the SCREAM variables, (f) peer assistance, 

{g) and dicability-specific teaching skills (Scmggs & Mar!qieR. W94a; 3cmggs and 

Mastropieri, 1994b; Mastropieri, Scruggs, Mantzicopoulos. Stwgeon, Goodwin, a Chung, 1998). 

Both the inclusive Iitenture and inclusive science litenture ernphasised the importance of 

following these seven factors for successful inclusion. The three teachers in my study taught at 

the same school within the same department and theretore received the same arnount of 

administrative support. Xccording to these teachers. though administrative support was reduced 

because of government cutbacks, the school administration did what they could to support 

teachers. The teachers agreed that support was necessary to successful inclusion and that the 

govemment cutbacks were making their job of including al1 students more difticult then they 

thought it should be. 

The second factor of successfuf inclusion was collabontion with special education 

teachers and staff. Al1 three teachers also discussed the importance of collaboration between 

school personnel. Though they met with the head of student services and special education to 

discuss exceptional students and they collabonted with other teachen when possible, al1 rny 

participants felt a need for more collabontion m o n g  science teachers. Again, because of 

govenunent cutbacks there were fewer opportunities provided for professional development and 

peer collabontion. 

The third factor of successful inclusion was providing a supportive classroorn 

environment. As 1 discussed earlier in this cbapter Ellen, Lynn and Gary saw the importance of 

providing a supportive class environment so that a11 students felt physically, mentally, and 

socially cornfortable. Though Ellen experienced some difficulties maintaining this environment 



because of behavioural problems, she did discuss the importance of a favourable leaming 

environment, 

The fourth factor was teaching using activity-oriented science programs- When reviewing 

the practices of the three participants in rny study, 1 noted that al1 three of the teachers preferred 

to use act ivity oriented lessons, however, al1 three would sometimes forego activit ies becnuse of 

Iarge class sizes or dismptive student behaviour, This  was a tension hetween helief and pnctice 

with the teachers: they believed in the use of activity oriented lessons but frequently felt they 

could not use hands-on activities because of lack of control of the students. 

The fiAh factor was etfictive instruction following the SCREAM variables (Structure, 

Clarity, Redundancy, Enthusiasm, Appropriate pace, and bla..irnum engagement). Though none 

of the teachers in my study specifically discussed using the SCREAh1 variables. thcy did talk 

about the importance of providing stnicture and routine in their classes. Ellen gave an example of 

a stntrgy shr was trying to kecp an oppropriate pace as her students told her she was giving her 

notes too fast. Ellen tried to write each word on the overhead very slowly so that al1 students were 

wding the same word at the same time (3EI-4). None of the teachers specifically mentioned 

redundancy but both Lynn and Gary discussed presenting the same infornation in sevenl 

different ways and sevenl different times, in hopes that through repetition the students would 

leam the infonnation, All of the teachers discussed the importance of enthusiasm in their subject 

matter and Lynn said that she a1so tried to instil that enthusiasm in her students (4L6). They al1 

emphasised that they preferred to teach materid that was fun and relevant to students to maintain 

student interest. Thougb they did not Say they were maintainhg interest to maximise snident 

engagement, according to Fink ( 1996) and Freeman and Hutchinson (1  994) students are engaged 

when Iearning material that is fun, accessible and relevant to them. 

The sixth factor of successful inclusion was peer assistance. Peer tutoring and peer 

assistance through mal1 group work were emphasised by al1 of the teachers in my study. Because 

all of their classes consisted of students with varying ability levels Ellen, Lynn and Gary said they 



used peers to heIp out when they could. Ellen discussed stntegicdly partnering students so that 

their strengths and weaknesses compiimented each other ( lE 12). She would do this with both in- 

class assignrnents and large take home projects. Lynn used small groups of students to help each 

other especially in social skills. Gary used peer tutors to help students. He assigned one peer-tutor 

to one particiilar student who was identified with Iearning disabilities and had difficulty with 

rmding The nther twn peer t?tt~rs ~ Q V P C !  wmnd &e C ~ S S  xsisthg d I  stxdents. 

The h a 1  factor discussed in the literature for successfiil inclusion was the use of 

disabil ity speci fic teaching stntegies. All the teachers used disability specific teaching skiils. For 

example, Gary discussed printing because one of his students could not read cursive writing 

(ZGS); Lynn used small co-operative group work to increase the social skiils of one of her 

students who had a learning disability (3L6); Ellen allowed one of her students to wnte his tests 

in the resource roorn because of an anxiety disorder (3ElS). Though the reasoning behind their 

choices differed as 1 discussed above. they a11 did use stratesies to maximise student learning. 

These were the factors necessary to successful inciusion of students in a regular ctass. 1 

next discuss factors nccessary to success%l inclusive science as discussed in the literature. 

Other Factors for Success h l  Inclusive Science 

To be a good inclusive science tacher. teachers needed to know their students' strengths 

and weaknesses as weil as how their students l em best (National Research Council, 1996; 

Penick et al., 1986; Williams Sr Hounshell, 1998). Using this knowledge of student learning 

stntegies, teachers could then choose appropriate methods to instnict. Al1 of the teachers in rny 

study tdked about using strategïes to know their students better individually because this helped 

them teach the class more eflectively ( 1 E 17: ZG6; 3G 10: 4G 10; 2L7; 2L9; 4L9). 

The three teachers in my study followed the variables for successful inclusion. However, 

there was a ditrerence in effective classroom management. When Iooking at cIassroom 

management there was a varïety of levels of effectiveness. Lynn maintained control in ber classes 

possibly because of her belief in and practices of consistency and follow through. Gary also had 



strict controI of his classes and 1 did not observe any classroom management probkms while 1 

w3s in his classes. In contnst, Ellen had many difficulties in the area of classroom management 

and on occasion did not maintain control of the class, There was considerable research stating that 

effective management skills were a major contnïution to exernplary teaching, much of the 

research 1 cite was in science (for example. Deacon, 1987; Gamett, 1987; Garnett & Tobin, 1988; 

Sc~~ggs, Mustrcpieri, 22 Boon, 1993; Tobin, '1957; T&iz S Fnscr, 1989; Tvbin JL Fraser, i990; 

Tobin cPr Garnett, 1988; Tobin. Treagust, & Fraser, 1988; Trerigust, 1987; Treagust, 1991). 

Because Ellen couId not effectively control the classes that I observed, she could not use the 

stntegies. adaptations, or accommodations she knew were necessary to teach the science content 

to al1 of her students. There was a definite tension between what Ellen wanted to do and what she 

could do in her classes. In Our tinal interview Ellen thought that she needed to follow through in 

her discipline of students. She said that even some of her students hnd told her that she made 

"empty threats" and they knew she wouid not follow throu_eh on them. for example threatening to 

send ri student tu the vice-principal because of behaviour but never sending him. Ellen said she 

wrts presently trying not to make threats that she did not folIow-through. She said she was afso 

working on her consistency of classroom management. 

Along with effective management skills there was aIso substantial research on the 

importance of using a variety of stntegies in the inclusion and science litenture (for rxarnple, 

Bateson et al.. 1991; British Columbia Assessrnent of Science 1991-Technical Report 1; 

Fairbrother, 2000: Mitchell, 1 9 9 2 ~  Rief & Heimburge, 1996; Strange & Bol, 1996). The three 

teachen in my study knew they shouid Vary thrir strategies so that they could maintain students' 

attention and they thought that by using a variety of strategies, they could reach al1 of their 

students' preferred methods of leming. Ljm and Gary were more effective in varying their 

stntegies due to effective classroorn management. 

For students to understand science they must understand the science process not just 

memorise scientific fact (for example, M S ,  1989; Bateson et al., 199 1; Deacon, 1987; Gamett, 



1987; Gmett & Tobin, 1988; Tobin, 1987; Tobin & Fraser, 1989; Tobin & Fraser, 1990; Tobin 

& Gmett, 1958; Tobin, Treagust, & Fraser, 1988; Treagust, 1987; Treagust, 1991). This is 

especially true for students with learning disabilities (blastropieri & Scruggs, 1994). In order to 

Iearn the scientific process students need to perform science not just read and discuss science. 

This supports an activity-based approach. One way in which the science litenture suggested 

aiCCri r C ~ Y  terchi~g scitr,tc prcccss is t k r o ~ g h  inquir; md qucstioning. TUough this ncthûd may cCT 

teach science processes. biastropien, Scruggs, and Butcher (1997) caution that inquiry 

approaches with students with leaming disabiIities oflen fail. In order for students with learning 

disabilities to be success~l using this approach they must first be taught questioning techniques, 

must be in 3 supportive environment that encourages independent thinking, and the activity must 

be highly structured. The terichers in my study used inquiry techniques, but d l  that I observed 

were teacher-led and very structured. The inquines that I observed were oflen in the fonn that the 

tericher presented a problem and the students in the class would have to solve the problern 

through questioning the teacher and other students. Gary also used demonsirations to encourage 

hypotheses. predictions. and rxplanations. 

.-hother method suggested in the relevant literature to increase students' understanding of 

science ~ 3 s  to build on the students' previous knowledge (for example, M S ,  1989; Monk & 

Osborne, 2000; National Research Council, 1996; Salend, 1998). This method is especially 

helphl to students with leaming disabilities (Mastropieri, Scruggs, & Butcher. 1997). Ail of the 

teachers in my study always reviewed previously taught material and integnted new material. 

Before teaching a new unit or section Ellen. Lynn and Gary genenlly asked students questions in 

a teacher-led question and answer session to ascertain how much information students already 

knew on a topic. Ail teachers said they did not test for previous knowledge, but ai1 were aware of 

its importance and used informal methods such as the question and answer sessions to determine 

studeat prevîous knowledge on a topic. 

Ellen, Lynn and Gary preferred to teach material that was fun, interesting, and relevant to 



their students. They also Iiked the material ta challenge their students. According to the inclusion 

and science litenture it is important to challenge students and to increase the cognitive demand 

(for example, Chiappettri et al.. 1998; Deacon, 1987: Fairbrother, 2000; Gmett ,  1987; Garnett 18 

Tobin, 1985; Mitchell, 1992b; Penick et al., 1956: Tobin, 1987; Tobin & Fraser, 1989; Tobin & 

Fnser, 1990; Tobin & Garnett. 1988; Tobin. Treagust, & Fraser. 1988; Treagust, 1987; Trerigust, 

199 1 ). When teachen lnwer cngit ive demand md expect~ticns. students wil! genedly nct s t i ~ e  

to reach their potential if higher than that set by the teacher (George, 1974). -Che terichers in my 

study varied the demand depending on the student, thus trying to chanenge students without 

intimidating them. 

The PEEL project stressed teaching metacognitive strategies so that students could take a 

geater responsi bility for leaming (Baird. 1 986: White. 1 986) Ot her researc h has supportsd this 

tinding. for example, Ctiiappetta et al., (1995) and Monk and Osborne. (2000). Though the 

teachers in my study wanted students to take a greater responsibility for their leaming 1 did not 

observe or discuss any direct teaching of metacognitive strategies. 

Al1 the litenture 1 read for this thesis emphasised the importance of tlexibility for 

successful teachers. The teachers in my study exhibited tlexibk behaviour on more than one 

occasion. For example changing topic when they realised that most of the class was away for a 

basketball tournament. changing a lesson because the demonstntion did not work as plnnned. or 

trying another teaching stntegy because students did not understand the material being taught. 

These are only a few examples of the many flexible behavioun 1 observed during my research. 

Summaq 

In summary, the three teachers in rny study who were recommended to me as exemplary 

inclusive secondary science teachen held many of the same beliefs attniuted to exemplaq 

teachers and did perform many of the same behaviours. The main difference was in Ellen's belief 

and pnctice, and though she believed in inclusion and had many of the same beliefs as exemplary 

teachers discussed in the relevant Iitenture, such as the belief that al1 students should be placed in 



the Ieast restrictive enviro~vent, that an accepting environment should be provided, that lessons 

should be rictivity-oriented, and that rnaterial should be relevant, interesting and fin, she could 

not put these beliefs into pnctice because of ineffective classroom management and a lack of 

pedagogical content knowledge. Pedagogical content knowledge mi&t be increased with 

experience; for example, teacher education programs could increase practicum experiences so 

'US3t n o ~ i c r  te3chcrs w x l d  star? to  Suilci a xsoürcc üfiitnicgic~ during t k i r  teaclizr cducatiun. 

Lynn and Gary's pnctice was more consistent with their beliefs. As a resuIt of their 

experience and effective classroom management skills they could put their belief of activity 

oriented lessons and smdl  co-operative goup  work into pnctice. AS show in the previous 

section, Lynn and Gary's beliefs closely matched those citeci in the relevant inclusion and science 

literature. 

Contributions ofThis Research to Inclusive Science Teriching 

Une thing 1 noticeid as an inclusive secondary science teacher was that otlen when I was 

given advice by the special education teacher. the stntegirs suggested were impnctical for ri 

class of 12-35 students. 1 wanted to see what other teachers were doing and then see how their 

pnctices related to the current relevant litenture. 1 noticed that the three terichers in my study 

cxhibited many of the behaviours and characterist ics of exempiary inclusive science teachers 

cited in the litenture I discussed in Chaptrr 2. thus reinforcing this Iiterature. They riIso used 

some stntegies that the literature suggested were successhl. but they found that some of those 

strategies were not always very successhl in practice. For example, the Iiterature agreed that 

srna11 co-operative groups were good in science cIasses and in inclusive classes, h o ~ e v e r  the 

teachen in my study were having difficulty using cwpent ive  goups. Their students would not 

focus on assigned tasks and when put in groups chaos would generaily result. Ellea and Lynn 

started ushg peer and self-evaluations to try to incorporate successfuI, productive use of c e  

operative groups. These evaluations included rating scales for the students to rate themselves and 

their peen on participation, productivity, coqmation,  contributions, and level of focus 



maintained (3 ES, 1 L 1 9, 3LS). Both teachers reported t hat the use of these evaiuations was quite 

successful in their classes. Gary did not discuss the use of peer and self-svaluations with me 

dunng Our inteniews. 

T~vo techniques that the teachers used in my study with success, interactive whole-class 

discussions and demonstntions, were not discussed much in the literature though one of the 

zxemplary texhcrs in :hz EPS?vIE pïûjcc: r~~ccssfül~:; üsed iritcrxiivs wl iù l~ l i i s s  IliscusAuas. 

These techniques can only be successful if it is the whole class participating and not just ri few 

target students answering the teachers' questions. In the interactive discussions and 

demonstntions that 1 observed the terichers ensured that al1 of the students were participating in 

some wny. With the discussions, the teacher genenlly started the discussion but then became a 

monitor with students both answering and asking questions. All students were participating by 

either risking or answering questions or adding thzir views on the topic. n e s e  teachers hrid 

developed a supportive environment for their students to participate without ferir of teasing or 

taunting. AI1 questions and answers were Iistened to and accepted. The teachers started 

developing this environrnent ris soon as their students walked into class on the tirst dny. Along 

with providing strong rde models of acceptable behaviour. neither Lynn nor Gary allowed name- 

calling or teasing and treated al1 students equitably. If they did not see a student participnting they 

wouId go to the student7s desk to individually ask how the student was doing, During one of my 

observations in Lynn's class a student called another student a name. Without stopping the 

discussion, Lynn told the first student to "get out." When afI students were participating, Lynn 

lefl the room to privately talk to the student that she asked to leave and after a few minutes they 

both returned. 1 also observed Gary tel1 a student that his behaviour was not appropriate when the 

student tried to dominate a discussion. 1 think it was very important that Lynn and Gary created 

such a supportive, accepting environment that allowed these discussions to take place. If the 

students were intimidated they may not feel cornfortable participating in whok class events. The 

interactive demonstrations also worked well in both Lym and Gary's classes. These types of 



demonstntions made the students becorne active participants instead of observers. This 

encounged scientitic thought as recommended in the science litenture discussed in Chapter 2. In 

addition to a supportive, accepting environment the teacher aIso needed to have control of the 

class for the success of these two stntegies. This may be why this technique was not as successful 

in Ellen's class though she tried to use both stntegies. In Ellen's class there were genenlly a few 

shidents th2t pzrticip~ted whi!e ~ h e  xmzhing studenis i:ere off!xk. chatt:ng. 

Another factor noi largely discussed in the litenture ivas the need to teach holistically. in 

order to teach inclusively the teachers in my study taught life skills, and social skills as well as 

academic skills. This is an important element in creating a supportive environment especially for 

students with learning disabilities as these students ofien have difficulty with social skills as well 

as their licademics. OnIy helping one area will not hclp the students especially in high school 

since a big part of high school is fitting in. If students with learning disabilitics are going to fit  in 

they need to learn social skills as well as the subject mattsr. 

Conclusions 

In conclusion. the purpose of this research \vas to view û sarnple of exemplary inclusive 

science teachers' pmctices to improve the inclusive practices of science tcachers and to ridd to the 

small amount of litenture on inclusive secondary science. Accordinç to the litenture and my 

observations there is no one particular style of teaching or set of stntegies that would make an 

exemphry inclusive science teacher. Lynn and Gary had many of the chancteristics that the 

litenture stated were necessary for exemplary inclusive science teaching. Ellen too had many of 

the characteristics but seemed to lack hvo that made a large difference in what she could do in the 

class. From my study, though it is important for inclusive science teachers to be flexible and want 

to know the strengths and Iearning styles of al1 their students, the factors that made the largest 

differences in my study were effective classroom management and pedagogicai content 

knowledge. Though the teachers in my study were trained science teachers and knew science 

content, Ellen lacked knowledge of a varîety of ways of teaching that content because of her lack 



of experience. This does not mean that because a teacher has the experience, that teacher would 

automatically be exemplary, the uther ractors such as sensitivity to student abilities, are also 

important. This has implications for teacher education prognms. Teacher candidates should have 

many opportunities to start to build a vast resource of stratcgies and also to l e m  the conditions 

under which to best use these strategies. For example, some teacher education pro+errirns now 

inclde rnmdz?cry courses en sxceytinriai chil&er? 2nd incorpcrzts uscfd stntcgics for !mcf;ir;g 

a vaiety of exceptional students. 

Throughout the litenture variety of stntegies was stressed as important; therefore, we 

c m  conclude that variety is one essential component to inclusive secondary science cIassrooms. 

Some components not common to the three sets of litenture but that 1 view as important 

components are: to maintain hi& expectations for d l  students. to collabonte with special 

education personnel, to be flexible and provide a strong role model, to apply knowledge, to 

encourage student responsibiiity for leaming and io teac h using t he SC'REAb1 variables 

(Structure. Clarity, Redundancy. Enthusiasrn. Appropriate Pace. and Maximum Engagement). 

Limitations 

Though this research contributes to the research on successful inclusive pnctices in 

secondary science there are also some limitations. Since qualitative research examines naturalistic 

events it is alrnost impossible to replicate them exactly or genenlise them across populations. 

However, the use of rich descriptions. for exampie, of the participants, of the researcher, and of 

the contexts, can inform the readers of the conditions under which the resuIts were found and if 

those results would apply to their particular situation. 

Next, 1 used purposehl sampling to obtain the participants in my study. Though, 

according to Patton (1990), and McMillan and Schumacher (I993), one can learn a great deal 

about the issues of importance by selectiag a particular set of participants (in this case, exemplaiy 

inclusive secondary science teachers) the results do not provide information of the genenl 

population of teachers. However, my purpose was to observe pnctices of successfd inclusive 



secondary science teachers to benefit my pnctices and those of other pre-service and in-service 

inclusive science teachers. 

What E Leamed From the Study 

As 1 have already discussed, 1 am an inclusive secondary science tericher and will be 

retuming to teach in a high school in September. Before 1 retumed to university to complete my 

bhster of Edi?c3ticn, I hund tc&~ing ia ! q c  mixcd abilitj. c!asscs challcngiiig srid I ~ a n i c d  to 

see what successful inclusive teachen were doing so that al1 of their students had the opportunity 

to lem.  Through this study 1 found that when I return to teaching in a secondary school the first 

thing 1 will have to do to for a successfu1 inclusive ciassroom is to create a supportive 

environment where diversity is welcorned. 1 will do this by beginning the semester with getting 

to-know you activities and by setting up guidelines of acceptable behaviour with my students and 

of consequences if those boundaries are crossed. Once we have set up the niles 1 wi1l be 

consistent with them and tollow through with the agreed consequencrs. I will not tolente teasing 

of student di fference and will mode1 enthusirisrn for diversity. 

M y  iessons wili ÏncIude of a variety ot'activities using 3 vririety of mocialities. 1 wiil learn 

my students' individual strengths and weakness and use strategies to enhance their strengths and 

to strengthen weak areas. Some of the stntegirs 1 plan to use are: srnûll group ceoperative 

activities, videos, computer simulations. labs. interactive demonstrations. interactive discussions, 

and a variety of assessments. 1 will also accommodate individuals and adapt my lessons as 

necessary. 

The most important things 1 leamed from this shidy were to create a supportive 

environment, to maintain control in my class, to be sensitive to my studentS needs and to tisten to 

how they Say they best learn, and to get to know my students individually. 

Implications 

There are many implications for further research fiom this study, the most prevalent is 

the need for further researc h into effective science teaching in inclusive secondary cIassrooms 



and what makes it effective. There have been sevenl studies by special educaton (e.g., 

Mastropieri, et al. 1998: Scruggs & Mastropieri, 1994a; Stohr-Hunt. 1996) of how Io improve 

inclusive science classes, but tbere are no studies by science educntors. There is one review in a 

special edition of Remedial and S~ecial  Education. 15 by science educators Donn and Sentman 

(1994). where the authors review methods for improving inclusive science education by special 

educators. The articles reviewed hy Oonn and Sentmnn were ahniit the henefits of activityhaced 

science programs venus text-based programs. The aut hors agreed with the special educators 

findings that activity-based lessons are brtter for al1 students and discussed science studies such 

as, AAAS, and the National Science Education Standards already discussed in ihis review that 

reported similar findings. Donn and Sentman siiggested a need for collabontive research 

between science educators and special educntors to really solve the dilemmûs of effective 

inclusive secondary sciencr. Though thrre are no studies of inclusive secondary science by 

science cducators. thrrr are definite cornmonalties betwern the best pnctices of science teachers 

and the best pnctices of inclusive teachers lending support to my hyothesis that successtül 

science teachers of inclusive classes will use best instructional pnct icrs of both exemplary 

science teachers and e x e m p l q  inclusive teachers. However. research is needed in this nrea to 

brther study this premise and discover the best pnctices of inclusive sccondary science teachers. 

Though 1 started this research with the purpose of studying the inclusion of students with 

and without Ieaming disabilities in secondary science classes and not intending to study the 

inclusion of students from various cultural backgrounds, 1 found that when studying inclusion ail 

foms are significant. To be inclusive, researchers have found that the environment should be 

accepting of difference. this would be difference in ability or difference in culture. 1 also found 

duruig my research that inclusion is giving or allowing the oppomtnity for al1 students to 

participate in classes. 



These findings also have implications for teacher education prograins to include courses 

that highlight individual differences, how to create environrnents where these differences are 

valued, and how to best teach these classes with a variety of individuals. 

In surnmary, this research has supported my premise that exemplary science teaching is 

inclusive. in addition, my research has s h o w  several usehl strategies employed in successful 

inclusive secondary science clnsses. l t  has ciipprted the finding~ of !he rcie~lce t.d~ca!im 

Iiterature and also the inclusive Iitenture, but bas also added stntegies that have not been 

discussed in the Iitenture. Future research could investigate the use of specific pnctices used in 

inclusive classes by science teachers and add to the small amount of inclusion research conducted 

in secondary science classroorns. An example of a foilow-up study would be to research the use 

of suggested strategies (e-g., concept maps. p p h i ç  organisers. small group cvopentive leaming. 

cornputer simulations. interactive demonstntions, and disability specitic stmtegies) and the 

usefulness of those stnteg,ies in ri science classroum. Secondary science ttxchers would be risked 

to choose sevenl stntegies from a list of strategies describeci as successful in the science and 

inclusion l i  tenture and put those strategies into pnctice in their classrooms. Daily observations 

and interviews could descnbe the usehlness of irnplementing these specitic stntegies in different 

science classrooms. In this way. research can show the utility of specitic inclusive strategies in 

science ~[assrooms. 
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Appendix A 

Letter of  Consent 

I am asking you to participate in a formal research study I am to undertake to fulfil the 
requirements of the Master of Education program 3t Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario. 
Under the supervision of Professor Hugh Munby, Faculty of Education, I am completing a thesis 
that will involve the collection and analysis of original data collected through interviews with 
teachers and observations of their classes. 

The fncus nf my research is the pnctices or tenching methnds that teachen use in inclusive 
secondary Science classes to aid teachers currently in this teaching situation and to shape future 
teacher educatioa prognms. The research involves an initial interview and final interview and 
approximately three classroom observations, each followed by an informa1 interview. 

The interviews will be approximately 45 minutes in length and will be audietaped. I will prepare 
an exact verbatim transcription of the interview, concealing your identity by using fictitious 
names. 1 will also be asking you to allow me to observe you in the cIassroom at times that are 
convenient to you. Following each of these classroom obset-vations, I would like to schedule an 
interview to discuss your perceptions of the class and the methods you employed. During the h a 1  
interview. once al1 data is collected and analyzed. 1 would like to ensure that I have interpreted 
the data appropriately and that I have çorrectly represented the information you have provided. 
Participation in this study would require approximately four or five hours of your time outside of  
your clrissroom time over ri penod of about two months. 

Each interview and observation will be conducted at a time and place agreeable to you and al1 
informaiion will remain confidential. The transcriptions may be discussed with members of my 
thesis committee for purposes of interpreting the data. but your name will not appear in the thesis 
nor in any publication. If you wish. 1 will provide you with n copy of al1 transcriptions. 

In asking you to participate in t his study. 1 am assunng you that the study is not a critique of your 
teaching methods. that you may withdraw from the study ai any time without pressure and that 1 
will protect your identity. At any time you may contact mysrlf (5337722). Hu& Munby. Fûculty 
of Educstion (533-6260). or Rena Upitis. Dean of the Faculty of Education (533-6000 ext. 77238) 
for further information and concerns. 

Student name: Karol Lvn Edwards 

Signature: 

Date: 

Phone number (6 1 3) 533-7722 

If you are willing to participate Ui this study, please sign the following: 



1 have read the above description of the information of the infonnal research exercise and 
understand that 1 may withdraw at any 'cime, that the information 1 provide wili be treated 
as contidential. and that my identity will be protected. 

Participant's narne: 

Signature: 

Date: 



Appendix B 

Sampte Question Guideline 

Go through study, s i p  consent letter. check tape recorder 

First. since I am not from [city name] could you tell me a little about your school e.g., 
total # of students, class size, typicd day (length of penods and how many)? 

M a t  is your educational background? 

What do you teach now? 

How long have you been in this position? 
Have you taught other grades and or subject areas? 

What grades do you teach now? 

M a t  subjects do you teach? 

Do you consider your classroom inclusive? What makes it inclusive'? 

How are students with different nceds identified in your school'? 

M a t  is the average nurnbttr of students in your clriss? 

Do you have any exceptional students in your classes? 

What kinds of special needs do these students have*? Do these students have IEP's? 

Do you have exceptional students in a11 of you classes'? 1s there ri most common 
exceptionality in your science classes? 

How do you typically plan for your classes? CIow much timr is alloaed in your tirnetable 
for planning? 

What factors do you take into account when you are planning? 

What supports do you have amilable w ith in the school system? 

How would you descnbe a typical science class? Stan when the students/you enter the 
class till the studentdyou leave. 

How would you define a successfut teacher? Successfiil student? 

How do you know if a technique/practice is good or bad for your classes? 

If 1 were 3 new teacher in your schooI and about to teach in inclusive classes for the frrst 
tirne, what recommendations or advice would you have for me? 

What are 3 things that would make teaching easier for you? 




